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Inauguration marks beginning of era
^-Barker officially takes over
the top administration post.
JOHN ADAM WICKUFFE

assistant news editor
Describing the presidency as
"the single honor of my life," James
F Barker was officially inaugurated
last-Friday as the University's 14th
president.
Surrounded by dogwood trees
and azaleas in full bloom, the ceremony began with a procession of
faculty, staff and students, many
dressed in full academic regalia,
across campus that culminated in
the amphitheater. Joining the procession were government officials,
representatives of other universities
and academic societies, and alumni
representing classes from 1927 to
1999.
An international presence was
felt with the surrounding of over 70
flags, one for every nation represented in the Clemson student body.
The ceremony continued with
the presentation of the colors by the
Pershing Rifles, followed by the
national anthem.
Lawrence Gressette, chairman of
the University Board of Trustees,
welcomed the attendees with an
introduction of Barker. He said that
Barker "adds luster and prestige to

DAVID KALK/senior staff

WITH HONORS: President Barker said he was honored to accept a position held in such high esteem.
the list of Clemson leaders."
"No one is better suited to lead
Clemson into the 21st century," said
Gressette.
Classified Staff Commission
President Catherine Bell ensured

Barker of the staff's willingness to
communicate to help achieve the
University's goals.
She continued to describe
Barker's enthusiasm for touring the
University's facilities outside of the

campus.
Noting that Barker had "love and
loyalty for Clemson," former student body president Wil Brasington
expressed . the student body's
approval for the new president.

"We [undergraduates] are very
proud of you. We are excited about
your presidency because you are a
Clemson student," Brasington said.
"You have worked tirelessly and are
a true role model to Clemson students and Clemson families."
Speaker of the South Carolina
House David Wilkins described
Barker as an "old fraternity brother,"
noting that they were student-athletes in school.
"He was the student, and I tried
to be the athlete," Wilkins joked to
the audience's delight. He pledged
full support and cooperation of the
state government to make the
University a better institution for
generations to come.
Former Clemson student and Lt.
Gov Bob Peeler reminisced about
living in the "tin cans" of Johnstone
and reminded students to "take
with them what [they] learn at
Clemson and you can do well."
Jim Hodges, governor of South
Carolina, relayed his confidence in
Barker's leadership.
"I can think of no better person
to whom we can extend this
[Clemson] legacy," the governor said.
"This is a great day for Clemson
University and the state of South
Carolina."
U.S. Rep. Lindsay Graham joked
SEE

ERA, PAGE 11

Community group speaks out
against a potential Wal-Mart
► Supercenter proposed to
lie on 200feet of city land.
MACKIE ALL

news editor
The proposal of a 204,000
square foot Wal-Mart Supercenter
on Issaqueena Trial has prompted
the organization of a group called
Citizens for the Responsible Growth
of Clemson, whose members
include faculty, students and concerned community members.
While most of the property
under scrutiny is on unzoned
Pickens County land, the first 200

feet of along Issaqueena Trail are in
the city of Clemson. That piece of
land is zoned as a single-family residential area.
What Wal-Mart would like to do
is build two private access roads on
those 200 feet, which currently
stands empty. But the CRGC says
that is a violation of zoning. In fact,
the Clemson Planning Commission
voted 5-1 not to rezone the area in
January based on what was stated
in the comprehensive plan, making
the area illegal for Wal-Mart to lay
roads on.
The Clemson Comprehensive
Plan, which protects residential

Courtesy of the city of Clemson

RESIDENTIAL SHOPPERS: The area under debate is a 200foot strip of
land in the city of Clemson zoned single-household residential.

neighborhoods, prohibits strip
development and makes sure that
any development is of a fitting magnitude to the area, has the force of
law in South Carolina.
Wal-Mart approached Pickens
County after the refusal from
Clemson, and the Pickens County
Council voted to condemn the land
on March 20, under the rule of eminent domain. This rule is usually
upheld in cases of public roads,
parks, or other areas that will be of
public use.
"This is Wal-Mart, not public
use," said Stephanie Barczewski, a
history professor at the University
and the president of the CRGC.
"They say it is public use because of
the jobs it will create. This is a case
of the county going into a city
against the wishes of that city,
which has never happened before in
South Carolina, and has perhaps
never happened anywhere."
Pickens County has not initiated
condemnation proceedings, however, and has not even approved the
plans for the Wal-Mart as of yet.
Those are still under review by the
planning office, which is waiting on
more information from Wal-Mart
before making a decision.
"What's the great hurry on the
condemnation? "wonders
Barczewski.
All of the property is owned by
Properties Unlimited, a limited
partnership consisting of Tom
Winkopp, John Winkopp and
Wallace Martell. After the Planning
Commission voted down the rezoning proposition, Tom Winkopp said
the project was dead and that he
would not pursue it. Many thought
the issue no longer existed, but
Winkopp changed his mind, and
the argument is dragging on.
SEE

STORE, PAGE 16
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G-THINGS: Genie and Gene bring alliteration to the Student Senate.
Wooten is the new Student Senate president; Aiken is pro-tempore.

Wooten and Aiken are
ready to do their duty
► Student Senate elections
bring new people to power.
SANDI OWENS

senior staff writer
Students with power. Who are
they, what do they do, and how do
they get to do it? It all begins with
those students whom students
elect to powerful positions in an
attempt to influence officials, faculty, staff and administration to
implement the policies that students want and need to better all
aspects of student life.
The students trusted to have
the most influence, knowledge
and persuasion to accomplish
these goals are found holding
positions such as student body
president, student body vice president, and all of the Student
Senate positions.

Recently, Student Senate elections were held to appoint the
new Student Senate president and
pro-tempore.
University
senior
Genie
Wooten was elected as the senate
president. Wooten is majoring in
biological sciences and is from
Clemson, S.C Sophomore Gene
Aiken was elected to serve as protempore. He is a secondary education major from Aiken, S.C.
As Student Senate president,
Wooten will preside over all
Student Senate meetings and the
steer committee, which is composed of each committee's chairman. She will also serve on the
University academic council, the
University athletic council, and
the student body president's cabinet.
SEE

SENATE. PAGE 14
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Another forum discusses parking issues
Scholarship Endowment
Strengthened by
Corporate Matching Grant

► Students suggested solutions to the parking problems
in the open meeting.
JOHN ADAM WICKLIFFE

Starting next fall, mechanical
engineering students at the
University will benefit from a
scholarship established by an
alumnus and strengthened by a
corporate match.
The Samuel P. Morrah Jr.
Scholarship Endowment will provide scholarships for Clemson
undergraduates majoring in
mechanical engineering. Ed
Morrah and his wife, Bonnie,
named the $50,000 endowment
for Morrah's father, a member of
the class of 1914.
The endowment was significantly enhanced by Morrah's former employer Procter and
Gamble's two-for-one matching
program.
"I truly believe that supporting Clemson is a privileged
duty," Morrah said. "Particularly
since my education here is the
underpining for much of what I
have been able to accomplish."

President's Race to
Benefit Library
Clemson President Jim
Barker believes in going the
extra mile to raise money for
one of his top priorities—the
University library. Barker will
lead off "The Presidential Race."
The road race involves a 5K
run/walk and 10K run for more
serious runners, with proceeds
going to the University library.
The race will begin and end
behind the Cooper Library, with
the 10K race starting at 8:30
a.m. and the 5K at 8:45 a.m.
"The goal of this event is to
create more awareness of
library funding as a University
priority, to raise money and to
have fun," Barker said. "And let
me give credit where it is due.
All of the planning and work to
create this event has been done
100 percent by Clemson students. That makes it even more
special for me."
"The Presidential Race" is a
product of a sports management
course taught by parks, recreation and tourism management
assistant professor Cathy
Claussen.

Fugitive Jailed in North
Carolina
A man who was charged with
battery and false imprisonment
in Arkansas and visited Clemson
during spring break has been
apprehended. Gayle Alan
Sanford III is awaiting extradition
in a Greenville, N.C., jail on outstanding warrants from
Arkansas and Kansas.
On a tip from the South
Carolina Law Enforcement
Division that he might be on the
East Carolina campus, and with
the assistance of information
compiled by the Clemson
University Police Department,
North Carolina officials located
and arrested Sanford.
"This was definitely a collaborative effort," said Lonnie
Saxon, Clemson's chief of
police. "Numerous law enforcement agencies were working to
keep our communities safe from
this man."
Sanford was originally arrested on Jan. 25, in connection
with the reported rape of a UA
student.
In March, a Clemson student
offered to let Sanford, whom
she had met via the Internet,
stay in her Manning Hall room
during spring break. But on Mar.
19, she contacted CUPD and
asked that Sanford be removed
from her room. He was escorted from University property and
placed on trespass notice.
According to Saxon, initial
checks on Sanford by his
department came up clean
because Sanford gave a false
social security number.

assistant news editor
Hoping to devise an optimal solution to a campus-wide problem,
another open forum on parking was
held on Wednesday at the Hendrix
Center. Ideas for improved parking
included tire locks, transit system
improvements and pedestrian
accommodations.
The meeting was meant to continue a series of open forums for faculty, staff and students. It was
attended by about 20 students, with
few faculty attending.
"This is one of the many times we
are getting feedback," said Almeda
Jacks, vice president for student
affairs. Jacks was involved in organizing the forums and invited students to voice their concerns.
Jacks said the forum was meant to
help compile ideas for a parking proposal that will be submitted to
University President James Barker
this fall and would go into effect the
2001-2002 school year. Jacks wanted
to use "ideas that [students] suggest.
Give us problems and solutions to
those problems."
"We have to talk about big, big
items and little items," Jacks said. "It's
crucial we get your feedback."
Handicap access was an issue to
some students who felt that the lack
of spaces kept some faculty and students who have handicap placards
from parking in those spaces. Also
discussed was the abuse of "Official
Use Only" placards. Jacks noted that
an individual on campus has been
reproducing employee hangtags and
distributing them to unauthorized
personnel.
Also concerning students is the
non-enforcement of 30-minute
spaces. Some reported students parking in these spaces for up to 72 hours
at a time. One student reported that
someone near his residence hall has

been in a space for over
a month.
"Individuals who
park for 72 hours at a
time is personally
upsetting to me," said
sophomore Allyson
Reaves. "They have benefits I don't."
Barry Jones,
a
sophomore majoring in
computer information
systems and management, felt that the fault
lay not in student parking, but the inefficiency
of parking enforcement.
"It is unjust to ticket
people due to the laziness of the parking officials themselves," Jones
said.
In addition, students
felt that the courteousness of parking enforcement officers was lacking. Reports of hostile
officers blocking vehicles for towing purposes and officers not
being courteous to
those ticketed was also
noted.
Freshman parking
was also discussed.
Several
students I DONT THINK SO: Almedajacks, vice president of student affairs, moderates the latest
showed support for open forum session at the Hendrix Center.
eliminating parking for
incoming freshmen," but Jacks felt proportion of students. Several pro- assigned to them is because there are
that if instated, the policy would be posed programs that would encour- either students or faculty illegally
ineffective. Joe Granger, director of age bicycling on campus instead of parked in the space or equipment is
parking services, had no statistics on cars and the movement of most too heavy to be carried from the
freshmen parking violations, so parking to the periphery of campus. spaces to facilities. Jacks failed to
"If we had a pedestrian campus, respond to questioning regarding
there was no way to tell exactly what
proportion of violations were caused we wouldn't have any cars at all,". parking by PEOs in non-marked
areas.
Jacks said.
by freshmen violators.
Jacks and Granger both encourStudents and faculty alike
The habitual offender policy was
revisited by several students whose expressed enthusiasm for the aged students to continue to voice
reason for opposition was lack of Clemson Area Transit. Expansion their opinions though letters and eand redesignation of routes were mails. They also encourage students
student funds.
"I can't afford to pay because I mentioned as improvements to the to visit the parking services home
page at http://www.virtual.clemcurrent system.
have to eat," said Jones.
Jacks said that the reason many son.edu/stuaff/parking for parking
Making Clemson a truly pedestrian campus was a priority for a large service vehicles do not use spaces news and updates.
DAN GONZALEZ/:-!:

editor

Professor awarded for years of dedication
► History instructor Dr.
William Steirer isgiven the
Master Teacher Award.
KATRINA

A.

JACKSON

staff writer

University students, faculty and
staff members gathered at the
Clemson Alumni Center on
Wednesday to show their appreciation for one educator who has helped
make Clemson an institution ol
quality education.
Dr. William Steirer, a history professor at the University, was awarded
with this year's prestigious Master
Teacher Award after a close race of
over 150 qualified candidates.
Because students voted for the
award, Student Alumni Council CoChairperson Brian Pearce believes
that this award is one that truly honors the best that Clemson has to offer
"This year we had one of the
strongest pools," said Pearce, "The
students voted on the nominees and
we narrowed the candidates down to
around 50. We looked at some of the
recommendations and the top professors had very long and thorough
recommendations from their students. If students took time out to
write long recommendations then
that shows us how much the teacher
has influenced the students."
Organizers for the annual award
said that Steirer was one of the professors who are amongst the top 50
each year and that winning the
award says something about both his
teaching style and his interactions
with his students.
"The Master Teacher is not the
teacher that is classically known as
the easier teacher. This teacher is the
one that goes above and beyond for
their students," said Pearce.

Students like history
major
Wil
Brasington
and
English major Dana
Carrall who have
taken courses under
Steirer agree that his
concern for his students qualifies him for
this year's award.
Brasington, who is
currently
taking
Great
Losers
in
American
History
with Steirer, said that
one of the best things
about Steirer is his
ability to make the
classroom a place for
learning and personal
growth.
"He's without a
doubt an outstanding
teacher,"
said
Brasington.
"He's
extremely
knowledgeable and knows a
lot about any subject
in history and any
subject about life. One
of the great things
about Dr. Steirer is
that he promotes discussion amongst stu- TEACH ME MASTER: Dr. Steirer has been praisedfor his innovative teaching methods and is
dents in the class. well-loved by his students.
Beyond his expertise
in the field, he cares about his stu- where he has been a part of the ber of awards for his creative teachdents, too."
History department for over 30 years ing methods, Steirer said that the
Carrall said, "It's an open discus- and has won awards such as the 1997 Master Teacher Award is one that is
sion class [and] ... one of the best Prince Award for Excellence and especially rewarding.
"I won the Prince Award in 1997
classes I have taken at Clemson. Innovative Teaching.
Everything else that I had taken
"He has innovative teaching and this is just as meaningful to me if
before had been strictly lecture, but methods [and] the Prince award not more so," said Steirer. "The stuhe makes his class interesting."
proves just how creative he is," said dents have to vote and work on your
Steirer's expertise in the field of Brasington. "He teaches classes that behalf and knowing that you made
history began after he received his allow students to see that there are that kind of an impact on students is
great ... even if you don't get an
doctorate from Pennsylvania State different approaches to history."
University. At Clemson, Steirer
Although Steirer has won a num- award."
DAVID KALK/scnior staff
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College of Business and Public Memory ofJason Knapp still tangible
► Knapp, who disappeared
Affairs gains reaccreditation
two years ago, is still missing.
► AACSB reaffirms business
and accountingprograms.
KIM TOOGOOD

staff writer
Clemson's College of Business
and Public Affairs has been recognized for the high quality of its busi^
ness programs with a reaffirmation
of accreditation. The International
Business Accreditation Agency
announced Clemson's reaffirmation on April 10 during its annual
meeting in San Diego, Calif.
Additionally, both undergraduate
and graduate degree programs in
accounting were reaffirmed by
AACSB for separate accounting
accreditation.
"On the behalf of our students
and faculty I am very pleased with
the reaffirmation of AACSB accreditation of our business and accounting programs," said Jerry E. Trapnell,
dean of the College of Business and
Public Affairs. "This is a great tribute
to the quality of our students, faculty staff and the undergraduate and
graduate business programs offered
in the college."
David Grigsby associate dean for
graduate programs and research,
explains that this an important step
for the University to achieve this
honor because it is competing with
other South Carolina Colleges and
universities to obtain the AACSB
approval. AACSB, otherwise known
as American Associate College
School's of Business, is a not-forprofit organization of more than
800 educational organizations and
corporations. With a mission of
excellence in management education in colleges and universities,
AACSB is the primary accrediting
agency and service organization for
business schools internationally.
To achieve accreditation, colleges
• and universities must satisfy the

various expectations of a wide variety of mission-linked quality standards relating to curriculum, faculty resources, admissions, degree
requirement, library and computer
facilities, and financial resources.
Associate Dean Grigsby explains
that the AACSB organizes a full year
of self-study by a committee or
team of deans and associate deans
from other four-year, higher learning institutions to evaluate business
schools internationally every 10
years. This self study is then documented and filed as a report for
when the AACSB comes to visit the
campus of the university in question. In January 2000 the AACSB
visited Clemson University for four
business days, reviewed the documents prepared earlier in the year,
quality of the students, helpfulness
of the staff and faculty and found
that Clemson had met the standards set and deserved reaffirmation of accreditation. Now Clemson
University will be acknowledged
nationally as one of the top business
schools internationally thanks to
the newly renewed accreditation.
"In addition to the reaffirmation
of AACSB accreditation, we
received the benefit of consultative
feedback from our team. The team's
recommendations will be most useful as we continue to focus on ensuring high quality and continuous
improvement in our academic programs," said Trapnell.
The College of Business and
Public Affairs offers undergraduate
and graduate programs such as
accounting, financial management,
industrial management, management, marketing and master of professional accountancy, masters in
business administration, masters of
business in industrial management
and doctoral programs in industrial
management and management science.

MOLLIE FERRIGAN

staff writer
Deborah Boogher and retired
Master Sgt. John Knapp stood beside
loved ones at the edge of Bowman
Field to honor their missing son on
Wednesday.
Tuesday, April 11, marked the
two-year anniversary of Jason
Knapp's disappearance, but his parents still have hope of finding him.
"Somehow we will find Jason. I
have to find him, whatever it takes
and whatever it means, I have to take
it," said Boohger.
According to the Greenville
News, investigators have followed all
possible leads, but have not given up
and still intend to solve the case.
Knapp's parents, expressed their
gratitude for all the help that friends
and police have given.
Knapp transferred to Clemson in
1997 and that winter he pledged to
join the ROTC Pershing Rifles drill
team with five other students. After
the semester passed into a new one,
he was ecstatic to find out that he
and the others had been accepted
into the prestigious group. Knapp
called his mother the next day, Good

Friday to tell her of the news.
"He was just floating on cloud
nine," said his mother.
That Saturday, he had lunch with
his best friend and fellow Pershing
Rifle Amanda Elliott for the last
time. According to Clemson police
Capt. Jimmy Dixon, Knapp had
rented a movie and was last seen
watching it that night by one of his
roommates.
When all three of his roommates
returned from their holiday weekends away they assumed that Knapp
had gone home to Pennsylvannia to
visit friends. Unfortunately, Knapp
had still not shown up by that
Friday, and they contacted his mother to find out his whereabouts.
That is when his mother called
the police.
Although there was a lapse of 10
days between Knapp's disappearance and the investigation, members
from the University and city police
stations began an initial four-day
search. They were tipped that his
1990 white Chevrolet Beretta was
parked in Table Rock State Park after
a ranger called authorities. His car
had sat in the parking lot for nine
days when it began to arouse suspicions.
By searching Knapp's car for any

type of evidence, Lt. Lonnie Porter
from the University police and Ed
Hudson from the city police were
able to backtrack his location to
Easter Sunday. They found a receipt
from the Hardee's near his apartment, a receipt from an Ingles grocery store and a park pass that he
had bought.
Elliott, other Pershing Rifles and
ROTC cadets scoured the state park
along with searchers, dogs, airplanes
and helicopters. University Chief of
Police Lonnie Saxon was also concerned.
"I believe this is the only missing
student that we have been unable to
locate," he said in 1999 when he and
other officers were planning another
search.
Porter and Hudson were even
able to get leads from people who
thought they had spotted a six-foot
tall, blond, blue-eyed man around
the age of 20, but nothing turned up
in the police officers' favor.
"We had some pretty encouraging leads, but they all came to a dead
end," said Porter. The only comfort
that the family has is knowing that
the officers are determined to find an
answer. "Before my career is up, I
want to see this case solved," said
Porter.

[SPECIALALEKT]

Students are warned to avoid The Buzzard
University students are strongly urged to avoid next week's resurgence of The Buzzard, a rebel publication that has been defunct
since 1994.
Created in 1967, The Buzzard
has been a disgrace to the
University and an embarrassment
to the campus media.
The Buzzard staff went into
hiding in 1994. Rumors are they
have been living in their under-

ground bunker in Bowman Field,
where they have reportedly lived
off of six years worth of canned
goods. However, circulating
rumors have indicated that The
Buzzard staff has emerged from
hiding and has plans to distribute
a copy of their issue next Friday.
Students are urged to avoid
picking up a copy of this "newspaper" at all costs and to not be fooled
by its resemblance to The Tiger.

This publication mocks all that is
sane and sacred at our University.
School officials have stated that
the best course of action is to steer
clear of all Tiger distribution boxes
next Friday. As always, The Tiger
does not condone any actions
taken by The Buzzard staff.
-Philip Caston

editor in chief
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In the first town ever named after the college residing there, In the current University Union, senior staff, both past and present,
Clemson's student media has had a rich and vibrant history. The resoundedly agree that the fantastic location on the top floor of the
Tiger itself is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper and shares Union has made the staff privy to occurrences not generally shared
in the history that media at Clemson has had. Established in 1907, by everyone else on campus. Free concerts during meetings and the
The Tiger has taken news reporting from literally doing our own most fabulous fireworks extravaganza during Tigerama are among
typesetting on lead plates in Anderson to wrapping it all up on a the sites of our office. From the vantage in suite 906, one can have
Zip disk and giving it to a relay man. The paper has endured the best view of Death Valley from anywhere at Clemson. On any
changes in locale (from Tillman's basement to 906 University given evening, the stadium is beautified by the backdrop of a sky
Union) and these changes have made their mark on the journal. painted in breathtaking oranges and regal purples—the perfect
And now, The Tiger faces another move—to the new Hendrix "Clemson sunset" every night. When writing needs inspiration,
Center. In this transition time for the paper, we need to reflect and nothing but the view The Tiger office offers can suffice.
not forget what helped bring The Tiger into being the respected
Most important to the students who have passed through The
journalistic entity it is today.
Tigefs doors, is that the place where we meet
is the place in which much of our character
To the majority of writers and editors of
Our Position:
The Tiger, the office that housed us served as
and life decisions are made. Sure the baseball
more than just a place where a newspaper for
playing in the halls and the old Tiger-Taps
the students was put out—it became our secrivalry over the super-powered fan were fun;
ond home. Students have ended up spending
and who can forget playing "Guess what's in
all their free time in the office, even if there
the fridge" every now and then or listening
was no issue in print that week. The office
through hollow doors to "private" conversawas symbolic of the staff's collective effort to
tions. But the responsibility students learned
bring together a quality paper—much like the
while here will take us farther than any game
bonding together of a family. And a family we
we have played. The place where The Tiger
are. Diligent editors and their staff have stayed up all of Wednesday meets symbolizes the dedication of a group of people that see their
nights for the last half-century with hopes of producing a respect- job as a service to the public—a service that must always be met.
ed paper. With all of this time together, friends and sometimes ene- And despite the negative feedback and harsh criticisms, a group
mies are made, and favorites are picked and the loners make them- that believes in its integrity as a growing up place for possible writselves known, just like a working, nuclear family.
ers-to-be.
In days of yore, when Johnstone A was considered upper-classInevitably, everything must change sometime. Sure, The Tiger
men residence halls, editors would occasionally make their way to and the nostalgia that is felt for the place we have may want to
their rooms to shower or freshen up, and possibly sleep. But the remain the same, but we must change offices. The Wall of Shame
allure that the musty couches gave seemed strangely irresistible and Wall of Fame may not be the same, but they will be there. The
and naps on the sofas were inevitable. In between classes, writers elevator may not be psychotically inclined like the one now, but it
and editors can be found hanging out at The Tiger's office, drawn by will be there nonetheless. The staff now looks forward to feces-free
some sense of duty on one hand, and on the other hand a sense of stairwells and perhaps the next evolution—from Nintendo to Sega
camaraderie and love for the place they work.
to Playstation. So goodbye, farewell and adieu, more memories are
But what is this mysterious seductiveness that the office holds? to be made.

Memories made in
the old office make
wayfor memories
yet to come.

SPEAKINGOUT
What is your most memorable experience at The Tiger?

Meetings are held every Wednesday at
7 p.m. in Room 904 of the Student
Union.
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced, and should include the
author's name, signature, and phone
number (plus major and class if applicable). They will be checked for authenticity. Letters may be edited for clarity
and grammar.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of THE
TIGER senior staff. In representing the
majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any
particular member.

I'll miss sitting on a toilet
late night in the unisex
bathroom and having
ninth floor girls come in
giggling (what was that
all about?).
Otis Taylor

the "token" member
graduate and beyond

Hanging out after a football game and hearing
every guy in the room
talk abfcut "Woody's
Package." Not that there's
anything wrong with
that, it's just not my cup
of tea.
Louis Garmendia
sports editor
senior

How people on campus
would simply devour the
paper on Friday mornings made the whole
week of work worthwhile.
Jack McKenzie

Director of Stewardship
Tiger editor 75-76

I get to control what you
think.
Rob Barnett

managing editor

The time in '48 when
Clemson played Boston
College and we had no
where to stay—the football team let us sleep on
the floor in their hotel
rooms!
Bob Bradley
sports info. dir. emeritus
sports editor'48-'49
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Witchful eyes from above are ensuring our ultimate defeat
They're watching us. From the
high treetops to the lowly
sidewalks, nothing stops
their advance
into our daily
lives. They are
entrenched into
the highest levels ol authority
at this
University. They
laugh at me
when I pass by and attack without
warning. They are unstoppable.
They are squirrels.
You're probably saying to yourself, "How can this be? Squirrels?
But they're so cute and furry."
Cute and furry, indeed. These
are the same monsters who throw

nuts at me and laugh at my pain
and suffering. This camouflage is
only meant to allow them to
invade our society and claim it
for their own
John Adam
imperial goals.
Wickliffe
Squirrels have
assistant news
been in the backeditor
ground in many
historical events,
working
their
evils from behind the scenes. For
instance, Hitler's beloved pet
Mutter Geliebter was the mastermind behind Hitler's reign of terror
during World War II.
There are even rumors of certain University administrators
who have been compromised by

the bushy-tailed gestapo. That's
right, the same people you trust to
raise your tuition and fees are being
controlled by these beasts. The
entire board of trustees now make
decisions based on decrees from
the "squirrel mother" herself.
Why would they do this, you
ask? Simply put, squirrels want to
take over the world, and in a way
they already have.
Just to show the severity of the
squirrel offensive, let me tell you
my own personal story.
A few months ago on a cloudy,
damp day, I was quietly walking to
class, oblivious to the fact that I
was being followed. They came a
few at a time and I thought to
myself, "my, there are a lot of squir-

Observing the vacuum effect

"N

was some ragged clothes, a piece of
my bookbag and a note that simply
read, "we'll be back." I am fearful,
but next time I will be ready.
What can you do to protect
yourself? You have several options,
ranging from arming yourself with
the best in military-grade weaponry to joining the Clemson
University Anti-Squirrel Coalition.
No matter your preferred defense,
protect your campus, but first, protect yourself. Guns don't kill people, squirrels kill people. But guns
do kill squirrels.
They are watching.
John Adam Wickliffe is senior majoring CIS. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
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o man is an island." This adage
cannot be applied to college
towns. Calling academia the
"Ivory Tower" is certainly no misnomer, as
contact with the outside "real world" practically disappears when one moves to
Clemson, or any college environment, in
order to study.
Take the following example: in one of my
economics classes, the professor asked us
students what happened in Asia in '97-'98.
Barring the possibility that everyone was
simply too apathetic to answer (we all know
that all students are highly motivated to
learn and not just pass the
classes in order to receive
a diploma), the lack of
response indicated that no
one knew.
Of course, the answer
is the Asian financial crisis, when I'm sure millions of fellow human
beings experienced real distress and difficulty. Yet, we students are too busy studying our
textbooks, lecture notes, etc., to pay attention
to things like that.
How many of you receive any sort of
"real" newspaper? Every morning, while
biking to school, I notice one single apartment, out of perhaps 30, that receives a daily
paper. Of course, it's always possible that all
the other students wake up around six each
morning, slap on the old bathrobe, and grab
the paper from the front door before I get a
chance to pass by.
I believe that my only contact with the
outside world is the Internet, as I don't have
and don't want cable or a newspaper subscription. Most other students probably do
have cable TV, but I highly doubt that many
watch CNN or other "reliable" sources of

rels out today." That was my last
thought before I heard some
scratching on the pavement
behind me. My pace quickened as
the noise became louder. I turned
around to find myself faced by at
least 15 of the little punks. I felt I
had to take action to insure my survival.
They almost came at me in
waves. The first wave knocked me
off my feet so the rest could terminate me. Their attack was quick
and painful. Several of the little
bastards went for my umbrella, the
only item I had to protect myself.
However, I was able to whack a few
of them before they were successful. To make a long story short, all
that was left of me after this attack

There is also the small talk that one hears
when downtown, but that has quite a tendency to stagnate; to rely on that as a source
of new information is like relying on a
brother and sister to produce a child with a
new genetic makeup.
And the funny thing is that this isolation
from the "real world," i.e. studying in a college town, is supposedly created so that
graduates can re-enter the world, knowing
what's going on better than those who never
left. Isn't there some other axiom about losing your edge if you go back to school?
It's actually a sick thing: by being out of
touch, we get grouped in
with the most despicable
group of people in America:
politicians. But at least we
Patrick
don't
have the power to take
McLaughlin
action upon our ignorance.
columnist
Since I'm graduating
soon enough (hopefully), I'll
no longer have this lovely
student excuse. Up until now, this may have
seemed like a negative column, but the fact
of the matter is that being a student gives
one a trump card for most "real life situations."
Ever get caught in a situation in which
you wish you had a business card? It's OK,
you're a student; it's not expected of you.
How about running up debt, driving that old
jalopy, consuming mass amounts of alcohol,
ignoring any social problems? Don't worry,
that's all expected from a student.
Well, next time I see you, I might give you
my card. Even worse, I might actually know
what's happening in the real world, and
that's scary.
Patrick McLaughlin is a senior majoring
in language & international trade. Email
comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

Professors party and plot away
I was walking past the Daniel Auditorium
last Friday and I heard quite a commotion. So, being the curious student who I
am, I walked in and pushed my mug up to
the little window on the inside door. And
guess what I saw? On the other side of the
door was every professor at Clemson, and
boy were they having a party.
You've always heard that departments
don't get along—that engineering professors
think English profs posh; secondary education professors consider their intelligence far
too advanced to mingle with elementary
education profs. It's a complete farce—they
love each other!
I really wanted to
know what the occasion
was that brought all these
professors together. I didn't have to wait long to
find out-soon enough a
corduroy-sportscoat (with
patches on the elbows)
wearing English prof and a engineering professor with thick, brown plastic framed
glasses and a shining white pocket protector
stood up, quieted down the crowd and
announced the agenda for the evening.
"First," the English prof started, "I just
want to make sure everyone got the memo
about the workload we will be piling on the
students in the next four weeks. If you didn't, then I'll make it quick. Papers, tests, projects, oral reports, books to read, and more
papers. Let's really screw 'em this year!"
This was followed by a three minute
standing ovation from the other professors.
Soon the engineering teacher broke in.
"But before we get too loaded on this top
shelf scotch, donated to us by the on-campus bookstore with all the money it make in
the buy-back process, I think we should get
something out of the way first."

At this time, a brown-nosing TA. pushed
out a barrel filled with pieces of paper. "The
annual Teacher Evaluation Sheet Bonfire!'
Everybody grab a stick and a marshmallow,
it's time to show the students how much we
consider their suggestions."
For the next 20 minutes, the professors
danced around the barrel-fire, laughing the
whole time. When the fire died down, the
English professor came back on stage,
noticeably intoxicated.
"Now on with the entertainment. First,
we have Dr. Smith who has been so kind as
to bring in videotape of his students' public
speaking speeches, always
good for a laugh. The history department has also
put together a tape of the
over 350 students who
have fallen asleep in their
classes—aren't hidden
cameras great? And then
after that, Dr.John has
brought some of his English 101 term
papers, I figure laughing at the comma
splices will bring us well into midnight, and
you all know what happens at midnight,
when we're all good and loaded... grading! I
figure we could do it by throwing darts at a
board or just pick out of a hat like we did
. last year. Anyway, we can cross that bridge
when we come to it. Now let's watch some
students stutter over easy words while
attempting to give a speech on the legalization of marijuana. Hit it Smithy."
I did notice one more thing... none of MY
professors were there. All my professors are
100 percent dedicated to teaching, and I
thank them—I hope they thank me for this.
Steve Caldes is a junior majoring in
English. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Crime may be a by- Opposition mounts
product of superstore against Wal-Mart
The controversy over the proposed Wal-Mart in Clemson is not
about shopping convenience but
rather the validity of community
zoning ordinances and land use
plans. Specifically, the debate is
about whether the city of
Clemson's carefully thought out
land use plan can be violated by a
commercial developer.
The Tiger neglected to say that
a portion of the land where WalMart proposes to develop lies within Clemson city limits and has
long-standing residential zoning.
Although land use controversies like the one facing Clemson
are complicated and difficult to
represent accurately, The Tiger has
printed a one-sided view of the
debate. We are not opposed to
community developments that
benefit Clemson's student population. The fact is that some of us are
students, most of us have been students, and some of us are, or hope
to be future parents of college students.
Finally, we realize that sprawl
Jeannie Brown
sociology and inappropriate land use are

I am a commuter, non-traditional student at Clemson. I drive
40 miles to and from school everyday, while passing the proposed
site. One reason I came to Clemson
was the fact that I could get to
school quickly and safely on
Highway 123.
The younger students of
Clemson see this as a quick, cheap
place to shop. Do they understand
the ramifications of this new WalMart if it becomes part of the community? I am sure that they couldn't care less about what will happen five years down the road,
when they are gone. The crime rate
will increase, the jobs it will bring
will be service employment, the
roads we travel in the area will be
in dire need of repair, etc ... K-Mart
will probably lower its prices,
eventually, to stay competitive.
It disheartens me to see many
of the youth today thinking only
of themselves and not considering
the other people in their world.

probably not immediate concerns
of most Clemson students.
However, students would benefit
from educating themselves on this
important issue which they will
undoubtedly face in the future as
concerned residents and leaders of
communities across South
Carolina and the nation.
Citizens for Responsible Growth

concerned readers

Arkansas native is
wary of Wal-Mart
I grew up in Benton County,
Ark. I would like to take you back
there and let you show me all the
signs of "philanthropy" exhibited
there - not to mention the congested highways, the meager educational facilities, the cultural vacuum, the growing disparity between
the rich and poor. Try to find the
green spaces in Benton County,
and you will find parking lots.
Students should be served, but you
won't find a great university like
Clemson in Wal-Mart County. Yes,
I attended the University of
Arkansas in nearby Washington
County, but it existed long before

Wal-Mart, and UA students have
not prospered from Wal-Mart like
Clemson students have in collaboration with the industries here in
upstate South Carolina. I did not

LAST

return to Benton County. I will
choose Clemson any day.
Bill Rhodes

professor of horticulture
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icked drop-offs, just minutes from downtown. And this is only the
'beginning. Whether it's fast singtetrack or even faster careertrack
you're searching for, Atlanta's got it. Visit AttantaSmartCity.com and
get the download on the 9,000 high-tech firms hiring smart people
like you. Or the 9,000 other things to do in your downtime.

AtlantaSmartCity.com
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Do you heed Research or
typing Assistance?

653-9101
24 Hours a Day • Consulting Available

www. dauber search -com
ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Graduation 2000
A Celebration
for Students

Come dine with usl

Sraaaa/ion Daa

BEACH

May 12, 2000

Oven for Cuncfi &f dinner
at noon to 101pm

PARTY.
HOUSES.

Tor (Reservations Caff

- 639-OO76-

Student Beaohtine

Beach Week
classic Cottages

TCwy 93 (4 miCesfrom campus) Central

1,800.7
• •vw.f M.8687
i-i.wwwi

Hyrtlebeach
tours• com

The Tiger could
always use
some good
writers. So
come join the
fun, because,
after all writing
is fun. Writing
for the Tiger is
doubly fun...
everybody
wants to have
lots of fun.

656-2150

♦ Over 2,000 Ross Graduates
practice in the United States.
♦ Ross students' pass rate on 1st
attempt at USMLE is approx 90%.

Campus Sweep
April 14th
sign up on Bowman Field

♦ Clinical Clerkship Affiliations
with over 40 Teaching Hospitals
throughout the Uniied States.
Email: admrssions@rossmed. edu

WEBSITE: WWW.ROSSMID.iDU
Visit our Websites for our Video,
Catalogs & Enrollment Applications

SCHOOL OF
VETERINARY MEDICINE
♦ Traditional U.S. Veterinary
School Curriculum.
♦ Faculty primarily DVM I Ph.D.
♦ Clinical Affiliations w/ith 13
U.S. Veterinary Universities.
Email: admissionsiSJrossvet edu

WEBSITE: WWW.ROSSVET.EDU

Financial Aid Available
for students who qualify!

UNIVERSITY
Phone:212 279-5500
460 W 34th Street
New York, NY USA 10001

MM-

/

Sponsored by:
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
S T U

E N T

Starts at 10am
GOVERNMENT
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ResCom is Hirin
StesCora is hiring students for the fall scmaterlMi
MJf %0 11 %r J* I wfcP III w ft Ml %M W

Relaxed environment
10% discount at the bookstore
Early move in

.ompetmve starting pay
et your own hours
mat work experience

Minimal experience is necessar)?. We will train yon. Bring a resume and a caver
letter to one of the meetings listed below. You must he present at one qf these
meetings to he considered for a position. Hope to see you them!
March 15th 7:00 PM Martin M102
March 28th 7:00 PM Martin M102
April 22nd 1:00 PM Martin M102

If you have any questions, email Justin at sandcr3@clcmson.edu
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STUDENTGOVERNMENTSPEAKS
With the recent inauguration pulled the Clemson family together
of our 14th president, in remarkable fashion.
It is in the same spirit and celeJames Frazier Barker, the
Clemson family again realized an bration of Clemson's history and
opportunity to strengthen itself the Clemson family that student
and build for the future. The selec- government has begun to organize
tion of Barker, a class of 1970 gradu- a Ring Ceremony. This Ring
ate, depicted the confidence that Ceremony, scheduled for Sept. 6,
the Board of Trustees has in hopes to honor our military herClemson alumni, faculty, staff, and itage while adding significance
perhaps
most
importantly, to receiving the Clemson class
Clemson students. This addition to "ngCurrently, students who have
the annals of Clemson history
95 credit hours
promises to help
can order their
the
University
Joey Delaney
class
rings
reach new pinnathrough
the
cles of achieveformer vice president
bookstore
and
ment while honorreceive their rings
ing the successes
via direct shipment from the ring
of the past.
The week of inauguration activ- producer. While there is no
ities, which culminated in the inau- denying the special feeling that
guration ceremony last Friday students get as they slip their
afternoon, made it possible for the ring on for the first time, there is
Clemson family to come together still room to add significance to
in a celebration of the ideals, values, the occasion. Student governtraditions and history that are ment would like to provide stuClemson. From the pass-in-review dents who order their rings
on Bowman Field to the inaugura- before June 1 an opportunity to
tion proceedings in the Outdoor take place in a ceremony that
Amphitheater, each event celebrat- will honor them as they begin
ed Clemson's history and con- their last phase of undergraduate
tributed to Clemson's future. Those life at Clemson.
Clearly the Clemson class
responsible for these activities
should be thanked and commend- ring is already a special tradied for an incredible job as they tion. Unlike other colleges and

t *

Try All The Winning Varieties
©HOT POCKETS*
& LEAN POCKETS*
©CROISSANT POCKETS
0 TOASTER BREAKS*
H0TP0CKETSW PIZZA IV

recognized, Clemson alumni stand
out in a crowd and are easily distinguished. In addition to Barker, the
scheduled ceremony will feature
other members of the administration and Clemson legends—former
Presidents Dr. Robert C Edwards
and Dr. Walter T Cox.

universities, Clemson has one official ring, which features the
Palmetto tree, year of graduation,
degree earned, and year of
Clemson's founding. For years, this
ring has been the topic of many
conversations and has drawn graduates together. Because it is so easily

¥iCTWfrr*™aia
NSW FLEXIBLE MEAL PLANS
BEGINNING IN THE FALL 2000
PLUS ANY 15
PLUS ANY 10
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CAMPUS
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SCKVICIS INTRODUCES
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coniameo WITH A TRADITIONAL MEAL
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PLAN.
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100

TO
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Paw Points
Wh«i are P*w Point*?
Paw points are units of value connected with two new meat plans to be ottered tn flse tail semester
FY 2O0O-01. The pomls ean be used hi the same manner sa cash to purchase fowl items in any
Dining Services operations.
How are Puw Points obtained?
With the pwicbase of the Plus Any iO meal plan $175 worth of point* are credited to your Paw
Point account- With the purchase of the Plus Any 15 meal plan JlOO worth of points are credited
to your Paw Point account. Points are offered only wiih the Plus Any 10 and Phis Any 15 meal
(low can I purchase a Plus total plan?
By using the voice response system, < 864)656-0700. as you normally do for Bee assessment/
payrneat instructions. After the first week of the semester. Phis meal plans may be purchased in toe
normal manner at the Tiger I office.
Where can Paw Points be used?
The Canteen, rernow Street Ca«, Eastside Food Court, The Comer Stop, CATS, Ctenuwa House,
Season's By The LJUCC. Clubhouse Grill, Harcombc Food Court, Scmttetter Dining Hall and JL.1.
Hefds.
Hour are Paw Point* and Tiger Stripe funds different?
Tiger Stripe (tutus may be cvpeuued anywhere on campus.
Paw Points are intended as a "safety net" for meal availability for students when regular meal plan
servkx is not available or convenient. Paw Points may be expended only in Dining Services
operations.
Additional funds may he added to the Tiger Stripe account.
No additional points may be added to the Paw Points account.
Tifter Stripe funds have no added purchasing value.
Paw Points have added purchasing valnc.
Why Have Paw Points?
To assure the meal plan holder flexibility of dining, in a cash operation when the number of meals on
the meal plan has been exhausted for the week, or meal plan dining nails are not convenient.
Why have another m*»l plan choice?
Students with meal plans have requested nes-ibiliiy. which would allow an occasional meal iu the
Canteen. Ifentow Street Cafe , IJastwtfe Food Court. L.J. Fields ot a snack from CATS or The
Comer Stop.
How can J use my Paw Points?
When making a purchase in any one of the Dining Services operations the register will
automatically deduct your purchase from your Paw Point account first.
What happens if 1 don't have enough Paw Points for my pardtoM?
The cash register will then took to your regular Tiger Stripe account and deduct the purchase
amount from your Tiger .Stripe.
What happens If I don't have enough Paw Points or enough Tiger Stripe for my purchase?
Tlte Tiger Stripe account balance will be displayed. The cashier can clieck the balance in your Paw
Points account. A "split tender" can be executed using Paw Points, Tiger Stripe and cashCan I use Paw Points at the Bookstore?
Paw Points are directly connected to the two Plus meal plans and are effective only in Dtniug
Services operations.
Can I purchase additional Paw Points?
Paw Points are intended as a supplement to the meal plau and are oniy assigned at the time the Pitts
meal plan is purchased.
Do Paw Points carry o'
Paw Points expire after supper on graduation day of the semester In which the Plus meal plan n
purchased. Thereafter Paw Point accounts reset to z>
Is there a limit on the amount of a single pwrchaar?
No. For example, if the semester is neartog the end and rather than leave points In the Paw Point
student may purchase dinner for several friends.
How can I teD how many Paw Point* I have left in any account?
At the time of purchase the balance of Paw Points will display on the register or you may ask the
cashier to check yonr balance.
If I drop my meal plan do 1 get n refund on the Paw Point* portion of Toy meal plan?
Ontv the regular meal plan portion is refunded, less meals available during the time held and
applicable fees. Paw Points, mduding the added value point*, remain in your account to be
entirely expended by you, or until after supper on graduation day of the semester in which the meal
plan was purchased.
Con 1 chanjte from o
No. Only the baste plan can change but the Paw Point* remain unaffected. The Paw Point*
originally assigned will become associated with the new phut changed to.
to a Plus plan ?
Only before close of business on the first Tuesday ot the first week of the semester.
Can I purchjMo a Phss plan alter th* Urst weak of the semes tar ?
Purchase of a Plus plan after the firs* wee* of a semester will be al the usual pro-rated price except
that Paw Points win remain at the same price and value as if purchased at the beginning of the

Paw Points Operational Policies and Procedures
liffeciive with the rail semester FY 2000-01, Dining Services will offer an additional two
meal plans featuring 'Paw Points". The Paw Points wul be points associated with the Plus
Any 10 and Plus Any 15 meal plans which can be used in any Dining Services operation In
a manner similar to cash for the purchase of food.
The purpose of these plans is to allow students the flexibility of dining in one of the cosh
operations when the meal phut dining halls are closed or otherwise not convenient. The
plans are priced to give students added value when points are used hi cash operations.
Dijraig Services operations which accept Paw Points arc listed below:
The Canteen. Femow Street Can!. Eastside Pood Court. The Comet Stop, CATS, Clemson
House, Season's By The Lake, Clubhouse Grill, Harcombe Pood Court, Schluetter Dining
Hall and I~J. Fkskis.
FY 2000-01 Paw Points associated with the tv. o meal plans are as follows:
Meal Plnn

Regular Plan
ftOfdenr pava

Plus Plan

Paw Point
Valne

Plus Any 15

$9)4

$984

$100

Plus Any 10

$S26

$984

$175

Paw Points value is nonrefundaMe except for withdrawal from Clemson University and
then, only to the extent any unused points do not exceed the actual amount paid for the
Plus plan above the price of the regular meal plan. In the event any portion of the extra
value is expended, at the time of withdrawal, that amount will be deducted from any
refundable amount. (No refund will be made on the "Extra Value Received'".)
Students may drop a Plus plan with the usual constraints (charge for meals passed Uiat the
plan was in effect, and associated fees). However, the Paw Point value is not affected and
will remain in effect until all funds are expended or until after supper on graduation day of
each semester in which the Phw plan was purchased, ot which time the account will be
Changes from one Plus plan to another can not be executed. Changes from a plus plan to a
regular plan can be made. However, the Paw Point value is not affected and will remain in
effect until all points are expended.
Changes from a regular plan to a Plus plan can be made only before close of business on
the first Tuesday of the first week of the semester.
purchase of a Plus plan after the fust week or a semester win be at the usual pro-rated price g
except that Paw Points will remain at the same price and value as if purchased at the
beginning of t be semester.
Paw Points can not be carried forward from one semester to the next semester. Paw Points j
not used, expire after supper on graduation day of each semester.
Paw Points are not transferable nor are they refundable except for withdrawal from
Ctemsoo University.
When making a purchase at a Dining Services facility, other than a normal meal plan entry
at Harcombe Food Court, Schifle tier Dining Hall or the Clemaon House, the coat of die
purchase will automatically be deducted first from Paw Points until Paw Points are reduced J
below the value of the teem being purchased. Then the coat of the purchase wiB be
deducted from the Tiger Stripe account- If both Paw Points and Tiger Stripe do not, by
themselves, have sufficient amounts for use purchase, a "apttt tender" may be executed.
At tto time ofatranaacikm using Paw Pomi*,tte
cash register, or the cashier win have the ability to manually check the balance.
When purchasing a Plus meal plan In the Tiger 1 office, students wul be required to sign a
form acknowledging the terms of the Phis meal plan.
Phis meal pbuvt will not be offered during the summer terms.

Thev conquered
et*r^ng But death.
Past work! rulers like Alexander the Great, Tutankhamen and Julius Caesar have all had one thing tn
common: che past. They're, stuck in it. h makes more sense to follow a ruler who has conquered
death., .and a world leader who promises to someday rule the world through peace.
[estts Christ is that ruler. He claimed to be God, was crucified for our sins, and then rose bodily
from the grave. And he promises ro return ro rule over the earth. For a free article on
this remarkable person and his relevance for your life, call 1-800-236-9238.

Save 50

HOT POCKETS* LEAN POCKETS*,'
CS0ISSAMTP0CKETS#B-Sw««-i*,.
HOT POCKETS* B«„a PIZZA MINI'S®, or
TOASTER WBU>K&*mt**m**km

PXOSXAM.

DlS/SMlD FOR THOSt STUDCHTS WHO ART ON THC 60 AHO KCOttlKl COHVeNICHCt AMD riCtltHUTY.

mm. COUPON | ewyES JUNE 30.2000 1

!
,
J
J

If you are interested in participating in the Ring Ceremony,
please look for promotions on campus and in the bookstore for more
information. In addition, any questions or suggestions should be
addressed to Joey Delaney at 6240665.

1-800-236-9238
articles® EveryStudent.com
www.EveryStudent.com
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FROM PAGE 1
that his 800 on the SAT kept him
out of Clemson.
"My job opportunities were limited. That's why I went into politics,"
he said.
On a serious note, Graham challenged Barker to prepare South
Carolina's sons and daughters for
the future and pledged support for
Barker's endeavors.
"When it comes to South
Carolina and education, we're going
to work very hard for [Barker]. We
will work hard to get research
money because [the University] has
earned it."
Barker received an academic
gown bearing the University seal

——
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which represents his academic
authority, as well as a copy of the
will of Thomas Green Clemson and
the act of acceptance of that will by
the state of South Carolina, signifying his legislative authority.
Gressette called the will an "official
job description" for the presidency
and the act of- acceptance as a "contract with the people of South
Carolina."
The chain of office, representing
Barker's magisterial authority as
"city manager" of the University,
which is also a separate municipality, was also bestowed.
"What a combination of joy and
humility I feel as I accept the presidency of my alma mater," Barker
said. "It is most gratifying to have
president emeriti here today; each

®

=MBE5 MAIL BOXES ETC.
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has been my teacher."
Barker continued to look at the
University's redeeming qualities.
"Clemson is, at its core, an idea—a
wonderful, bold and powerful idea."
He listed Clemson's qualities as

being inclusive, not exclusive, academically challenging, visionary,
indomitable, bold, innovative and
radical, distinctive, sensitive to the
needs of others, and based on family

Your college education represents one of your most imporcareer decisions. Join Air Force
ROTC, and you may be eligible for different scholarship programs that can help pay
for that education.
But you'll learn something else, too: that Air Force
ROTC opens opportunities for you to take your college
degree higher, faster and further than you ever realized.
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Barker showed his enthusiasm
for excellence at the University at
the closing of his address. "[I want to]
ensure that Clemson will be
stronger at the end of my service. A
united Clemson is unstoppable."

GET AN EDUCATION IN
SCHOLARSHIPS WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

AIR FORCE

PAGE
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et's get it on! Many
students such as these
women participated in
Homecoming activities.
Everyone had fun, especially
after we destroyed the Tar
Heels in front of a packed
Death Valley crowd.

L

Jim Barker was chosen to
be Clemson's 14th
president last semester
and was inaugurated April 7.
Barker has impressed
everyone with his dedication
to Clemson, and not only is
he a faculty member, he was
also once a student. He has
promised to serve the
University as president for at
least 10 years.

New Head Coach
Tommy Bowden
resurrects the football
program and takes the team
to a 6-5 season. One. of the
season higlights was a 31-21
victory over USC that gave
Clemson a Peach Bowl bid
and extended.USCs losing
streak, which is the longest
in the nation.
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Semester end gives way to the summer

•

KATIE SMOAK

assistant Time Out editor
As the semester comes to a close, more
students are making plans for summer
vacation. From summer school, internships, work and study abroad programs,
there is little chance that students will
have any time to soak in the carefree
aspects that summer offers as they
did when they
were children.
Senior Kristin
Fay said,
"1
would love to
have a few

li

weeks off this summer, but I have to go to
summer, school full time to graduate in
December. I know that a lot of people have
this problem, too."
Summer which is normally considered
to be students' free time has quickly began
to dwindle and has become more of a time
to catch up on course work or to gain more
work experience.
"I really want to do an internship this
summer to make sure that I am in the right
career field", said junior Tyler Page, il want
to work in the communications area and '
my future internship in Charleston will
certainly give me a broader perspective
and answer any prevalent questions.
While school and internships are
becoming more common activities that
take place in the summer months, many
students enjoy the time to partake in
leisurely activities that sometimes get lost
in the shuffle during the year.
Senior Lori Holden said, "I really welcome the opportunity to read and travel
during the summer. I get to catch up on the
books that I wanted to read during the
semester, but there were never enough
hours in the day. I also get to go and relax at
my aunt's beach house which is a major
bonus."
Junior Jeff Cornetet agreed'that getting
to travel was a definite benefit during the
summer months. He said, "My dad and I are
going to the Grand Canyon and it should
be a great experience. It will give us the

opportunity to spend some time together."
Another benefit that the summer
brings is warm weather and anticipated
destinations. Since these months are when
most people take their vacation time, it is
the most opportune time to be on the road.
Along with their sightseeing, students are
able to bask in the sun's rays and delight in
the rarity of being able to fulfill any postponed plans.
Freshman Kaitlyn Carrington said,
"This spring break I was supposed to go to
the Cayman Islands, but our trip got
delayed and we are finally getting to take it
in June. The weather is most likely more
pleasurable anyway."
Yet, some students end up spending
their summer breaks away from their environment taking part in programs that
allow them to study abroad. The study
abroad programs have given students the
chance to experience different cultures
throughout the world.
Junior Dana McMurry said, "Last summer, I went to Europe, but this year I am
taking classes throughout Asia. It is kind of
like a hands-on situation and I am very
excited about experiencing a new habitat
and lifestyle."
Despite whatever the summer months
bring, students are looking forward to the
highly anticipated moments that are yet to
come.
Senior Shaun Salari said, "I don't have
any idea what is in store for this summer,
but at least it will bring a change of pace. I

Homecoming
to the Brooks
Center soon

[MISSISSIPPI SOUND]

TODD ALLEN

staff writer

GREAT APE: Percussion group lays down thefunky beats.

KONG A LINE
Budding band hangs out in Tiger Town next Thursday
E.

KELLY LEACH

Time Out editor
Hide your bananas and put the kids
to bed because King Konga is
coming to town to take over
Clemson's beloved Tiger Town
Tavern on Thursday, April 20. Not your
average 10,000 pound gorilla, King Konga
seeks not to destroy Tiger Town, only to
break into the music world with their
semi-funky,
percussion-oriented,
acoustic-pop groove theory. Comprised of
Steve Cook on bass, Dan Hannon on guitar
and vocals, Tony Lymon on percussion

and MalletKAT, and Skeeto Valdes on the
drums,King Konga are fast-rising stars on
the club and college circuit.
Started in 1992, the band found its grass
roots on a Saturday afternoon at the
University of Southern Mississippi at a
fraternity get-together. Often compared
to greats such as Dave Matthews, Hootie,
and Sister Hazel, the band blends some of
the best elements of each of these acts in a
strong percussive base to deliver a unique
sound with tremendous pop accessibility
and solid musicality.
Their previous independent release
■ monkey see. monkey groove, has been criti-

cally acclaimed by national publicists and
has sold over 15,000 copies since 1997. As
an added bonus, Monkey See. Monkey
Groove, is an enhanced CD-Rom that
offers pictures, bios, a link to King Konga's
web page and an eight minute movie on
the evolution of the band which is compatible with both Macintosh and IBM
computers.
The group's new album, Halo, is rock
with a light, Caribbean-sounding groove
that makes for a continuous sonic beach
sans Frankie and Annette Funicello. The
SEE

KONGA, PAGE 11

'

Written by Samm-Art Williams and
directed by Vanita Vactor, this 1980
Broadway play proves that one can go Home
again.
Set in the late 1950s, Home follows a
young African-American farmer living in^
rural North Carolina as he fights to discover'
himself and what matters most to him personally Sit back and allow the Clemson
Players to paint a picture which entails rustic
farm-life, principled jail cells, seductive city
lights, introspective park benches and forgiving homesteads.
This two act play features Jerod Frazier
and Waymon White as the lead character
Cephus. Both of these actors view their character uniquily. Frazier views Cephus' struggle as a realization that there is no place like
home and White views Cephus' struggle as
one for the timelessness of love. "It is just
amazing to see my character fight through
everything but in the end love the woman he
did from his youth If love is meant to be, it
will be," commented White. Nonetheless,
both of these actors will agree that it is the
struggle which preeminently makes
Cephus realize where his priorities should be
placed.
Rounding out the cast are Jennifer Matos
and Jamilah Frazier, who play Woman number one. Allyson Reeves, who will be appearing in all six performances, plays Women
number two. Reeves commented that Home
"has been a very odd play" for her as an
actress, "the two women are not distinct
characters, they are narrators, muses which
probe Cephus' conscience," she said Women
number one and two appear to be the most
demanding roles because they force the
actors to flit back and forth between differSEE

HOME, PAGE 10
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Graduation: Swing Sets to Monkey Bars
In the past, what once had
Recently, I was listening to
appeared to be the "yellow-brick
the radio when I began to
road", slowly began to lose its
ponder my past, present
magic, making it hard not to
and luture. Sheryl Crow's song "If
it Makes You Happy" was playing want to take a slight detour.
Although I thought that I was
and as I blared out the chorus
making my own decisions, I subsinging at the top of my lungs, I
consciously
listened to the
allowed not only
words and
my family to halt
Katie
actually
my visions of
understood
Smoak
tomorrow, but I
them for the
assistant
also accepted other
first time."If it
Time Out
people's ideals. I
makes you
editor
acknowledged
happy, it can't
advice from taxi
be that bad/If
drivers, bartenders
it makes you
and hair stylists. I was certain
happy then why the hell are you
that they knew better than what I
so sad?" I started thinking about
already knew to be true in my
my past mistakes and how I
heart. Besides, I was only 17 years
would redeem myself in the
old and I was always told to listen
future.
to your elders.
Known to always be an idealWhat started as a typical jouristic dreamer, I have always found
ney to college quickly became a
myself conforming to the norm
rollercoaster ride that I never
instead of creating my own path
would have imagined. I was pretto happiness.

ty confident that my college years
would begin the road to happiness. Granted, I was hesitant
about what I wanted to do, I
knew from others' experiences
that my life would be deeply
affected by these years. However,
only recently did I really understand the depths of the overly
used phrase, "These are the best
years of your life." As time continued to pass by, the contexts of
those words began to echo in my
ears haunting my every waking
moment. I suppose that we all
live with our own personal
regrets, but I just wish that I had
seen the writing on the wall four
years earlier.
Imagine spending your entire
college experience looking in the
mirror only to see a stranger. A
person created to fit someone
else's mold.
There were subtle hints of the
life that I wanted to lead, even
after I knew that my choices had

already been made.
I found myself more
enthralled in my daily journal
entries than the lesson plans that
were to model my future life. I
found myself reading Dr. Zhivago
rather than Dr. Seuss. I found
myself playing with magnetic
poetry rather than play-doh. I
found myself coloring in the pictures in my imagination instead
of coloring in the lines.
Although I had always known
that writing was a passion, I
believed it to be an unattainable
dream that would never be held
in the grasps of my hands.
However, certain feelings were
aroused that I managed to resist,
but not before eating away at my
insides. It was like being a prisoner at the school's playground. I
knew that I needed to cross the
road, but I didn't think that I
should without permission.
When I eventually gained
enough courage to get to the

other side of the road, I realized
that I had done it all on my own. I
didn't ask my parent's permission
(even though I am sure they
would have preferred some warning) and I didn't falter and run
back to my comfort zone. There
was no one there to hold my
hand as I chose to take the road
less traveled.
Maybe that is why I am finally
happy.
The prevalent word in the
phrase, "If it Makes You Happy"
is actually the word you. Even
though one might want to walk
the high rope while depending
solely on the safety net, it makes
all the difference to walk independently and take the chance
of falling. At least then there
isn't a fear of conquering your
dreams.
Katie Smoak is a senior majoring
in English. Email comments to
timeout@tiger.clemson.edu.

Return of the Grievous Angel
ONCE I WAS FIRED BY THE EDITOR IN
CHIEF AND THE MANAGING EDITOR
(FOR BEING INSUBORDINATE), BUT
THEY CHANGED THEIR MIND. I AM
REALLY GLAD. I LIKE WORKING FOR
THE TIGER AND STUFF.
AL BRUCE
656-2150
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www.clemson.edu/campus911

Never "
Walk
Alone!

In spite of the best made plans, sometimes we are alone.
Never walk alone again - Get Campus-911
Personal Security Alarm for Students,
-

Campus

Call 656-8 Ol 1
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American Psycho is too neurotic for its own good
cool Huey Lewis tunes.
In the film, Patrick's perversions
are presented as cheeky, leisurely
From what I understand, activities, which is obviously
American Psycho was extracted unsettling, but never really as altofrom the same-titled 1991 book, gether uncomfortable as I had
which gruesomely and wittily imagined. From the comments by
Festival
viewers,
used a serial killer's rampage as a Sundance
metaphor for the self-centered American Psycho was an unbearably gory interpreentrepreneur-.
tation
of a serial
ial businessAMERICAN PSYCHO
killer's unleashworld. While
ings. But while
that
seems
■ Company: Lions Gate
viewing
the
like a funny,
■ Rated: R
movie,
I
was
never
and
oddly
■ Review: •*# «*« ***
shocked to any
appropriate
^i* WP "^
major degree, and
analogy on
that worries me. I
which
to
expand, I never quite saw this understand that we're taken into
interesting combination fully the murderer's mind, which is
revealed in director Mary Harron's devoid of any real structure or
compassion, but that doesn't make
current theatrical visualization.
What we have here is more like up for the fact that I wasn't turned
a diary of a potential serial killer, off.
Harron's visual style creates a
taking the form of a Tom Cruise
look-alike. He's as sleek as his hair- stiff, uncomfortable- atmosphere
style and as well manicured as his that never seems quite believable
immaculate high-rise apartment. from the beginning. It's fun, and He can talk business with the best probably the only aspect of the
of them, especially when display- movie that is consistently pertiing his good-looking (if not totally nent. Meanwhile, the entire movie
empty) business card. His name is screams a sense of discontinuity
Patrick Bateman, which even throughout, and I'm not sure what
seems to have a certain self-assured to make of it. Willem Dafoe shows
ring to it. (Christian Bale is out- up as a detective and creates a cerstanding in the role, by the way.) It's tain amount of tension, but he
just hard to believe that a man with comes and goes as necessary. A
so much gusto in the business homeless man is murdered on a
arena can have such homicidal ten- whim, as is an old lady and a desk
dencies at home, not to mention clerk. Does all of this convey
such an impressive collection of Patrick's unpredictable madness, or
is it evidence of Harron's wandershiny sharp objects. '
The driving force of American ing obsession with Patrick's unprePsycho is that we aren't sure what dictability?
I haven't come to a good concluto think of Patrick. We don't like
him and we know that he's sion, and I'm not sure if American
demented ... there's no doubt about Psycho has, either. The gruesomethis from an early and easily- ness and the metaphorical ties that
missed comment to a bartender. were so relevant in the book (so I've
We're sure because we spend most heard) are both present to a Certain
of the time in his surreal world. We point in the movie. Maybe Fm just
discover that it's not the touchy not looking into it enough, or
things that push him over the edge maybe it's just that I don't want to.
(touching him, staining his coffee If there is one thing that I learned
table, etc.). Not even a homosexual from watching American Psycho,
encounter moves him to kill. it's that some people have a few
Instead, his murderous actions are screws loose and it's hard for us to
merely expressions of his own understand their position. I only
insecurities, or better yet, exten- wish there was another way to
sions of typical 1980s embellish- approach this other than embellments like greed, vanity and really ishing their loose screws.
KEVIN CHALK

staff writer

•

ALL-AMERICAN BOY: Christian Bale does the Norman Bates thing too.

Skulls is not quite
dead in the ground
into law school.
The situation turns awry when
a former friend of Luke's dies sudBased loosely on the real-life denly after getting too nosy and
secret society Skulls and Bones pushing Caleb (Walker) to the
that exists at Yale, The Skulls tries edge, leading Luke to wonder
to journey into the depths of about the circumstances behind
wealth, power, and greed, yet bare- his friend's untimely demise.
Here begins Luke's uncertainty
ly can keep its head above the
about his decision and where he
water.
The Skulls, which stars Joshua gains a conscience (isn't that a surJackson (Dawson's Creek), Paul prise?) about his involvement in
Walker (Varsity Blues), and Leslie the Skulls. He then risks his own
Bibb (Popular), is a much antici- fortune and new-found popularity
pated first attempt for Jackson to to seek justice. The Skulls isn't
carry a lead role and although what could be called a film that
has much subJackson does
stance, but it's
have potential,
THE SKULLS
not entirely a
he carries no
waste of time.
weight as the
■ Company: Universal
The movie has
primary heart■ Rated: R
some outstandthrob.
■ Review: *£# €*# <£#
ing supporting
Jackson,
actors, including
who plays Luke
Craig T Nelson
McNamara,
begins in a typical rags-to-riches and William Peterson as powerful
story in which he gets a lucky adult men still taking the rules of
break after the crew team gains a the Skulls seriously. Walker also
win due to his leadership as cap- shows capability to perform in a
tain. Although hesitant about join- more dramatic role as opposed to
ing the secret society(just for refer- his previous dumb jockey roles.
Don't go expecting a suspense
ence, the society is no secret,,
everyone knows it exist.), Luke thriller that leaves you speechless
accepts the offer convincing him- because the plot is predictable and
self that this will fulfill his dreams some scenes have no transitions,
but the actors make a worthy
and eventually secure his future.
After a few initiation rituals, effort to make do with what has
the newly sworn in members, been handed down and this noble
receive fancy sports cars, a $20,000 attempt is at least noticeable.
bonus, and Luke is pre-accepted
KATIE SMOAK

assistant Time Out editor

TOP 10 SUMMER MOVIE RENTALS
Louis Garmendia
Coming to America
(comedy)
Dumb and Dumber
(comedy)
Great Outdoors (comedy)
Die Hard (action)
He Got Game (sportsdrama)
Basketball Diaries
(drama)
Flashdance (drama)
Girls Just Wanna Have
Fun (drama)
Birdcage (comedy)
The English Patient
(tear-jerker/drama)
David Kalk
blight at the Roxbury
(comedy)
Meatballs (comedy)
The Haunted Barn
(horror)
Austin Powers: Spy

who Shagged Me
(comedy)
Top Gun (action)
The Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas
(musical)
Urban Legend (suspense)
Runaway Bride
(drama)
The Matrix (action)
The Sixth Sense (suspense)

Amistad (drama)
October Sky (drama)
Offic Space (comedy)
Drop Dead Gorgeous
(comedy)

Kelly Leach
The Joy Luck Club
(drama)
The Man with The
Golden Gun (action)
Roger and Me (documentary)
Ever After (fantasy)
Mystic Pizza (drama)
Suzanne Jamir
Boogie Nights (drama)
PushingTin
Cool Hand Luke
(drama/comedy)
(drama)
Pillow Talk (comedy)
American History X
Raiders of the Lost
(drama)
Ark (adventure)
An Affair to Remember The Outlaw Josie
Wales (western)
(drama/romance)
Any of the Friday
Eyes Wide Shut
(drama/s us pens e)
13™ collection (horGrand Canyon
(drama)
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during finals week.
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Clemson University Bookstore
Hendrix Student Center (east campus)

M-F
Sat.
Sun.

8AM-- 6:30PM
9 AM -- 5 PM
1PM - 5 PM

Trailers at Brackett & Sirrine
M-F
10AM -- 4PM
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RENTALS & More

HIGH SPEED
Internet Access

CLEMSON • SENECA • CENTRAL • PENDLETON

Apartments

1 - 4 bedrooms

**Some are within walking ^o'Cfk
^
distance to campus**
»
$325 -$1200

Houses

Innovo+w

2 - 3 bedrooms

nnova Communications, LLC

*t*$325-$900:
Mini-warehouses Available!

*19.95/mowth unlimited

Please call us for more details on
these spaces & all your Real Estate

MUSIC COLLECTORS
www.wynnco.com

1017 TIGER BLVD (IN RE/MAX) BUILDING
CLEMSON, SC

654-1000
Paige G. Lee, B.I.C.

Bobby Hopkins, Prop. Mgr.

At AWESOME bike

sh

°p

nai

Need sorpieone mechanica
or with '§6me experience
■and'loves bikes!

B3B-1194

*z/' Ask for Mary

1-888-8-INNOVA

www.innova.net

sn

Posters„, Autographs... Clothing... OPs
laekstage Passes... Photographs
r
iwyl Eieoris.»looks

awd More

Featuring Music £ Concert Memorabilia
E-Powered by lnnova.net

Female or Male, will train

NEW LINE CINEMA *
A 11 » t #M»II C 0 * » « « T
r^^™»

esMadtdmn

®MM NEW UK PBODUCIWNS, INC.ALL RISMTS RESERVED.

SI JCG6Q TG0S
WWW JU!S88fe6S-S<i^

pm&mti. a,

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY @ Hitman Auditorium
oUo.

9:00 PM Tuesday, April 25
FREE ADMISSION* while passes last

INFO?: call 656-4357

Turn On the Run"

* Passes available at the Union Information Desk.
Passes required. Sealing is limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive early,

Homestead

Presented in association with UPAC.

jMiSSSQy

NETWORK
EVEMT
THEATER*
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Student environmental awareness group hosts concert
TERRY GREEN JR.

staff writer

WIDE: Doublewide members Blake Ingram, Brian Compton, FB Del
Porto, andjohn Overton rock the house with downhome jazz-

BUMP & GRIND: Camberdyne features Warren ManleyJasonManley,
Jeremy Andres and Dustymaking sensational improv.

RING AROUND THE ROSY: Purple Ringer jams till the cows come
home with Ryan Vickery,Jeremy Dixon and Brent Deaton.

GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION & RIBBON CUTTING

6d I I'CSOo
w serving Clemson
%( Student Special - Large Pizza $6.99*
^

* Toppings additional.

4g<p Stop by on the 19th for a $L00 discount
&$ Foothills 104.9 - Prizes & Giveaways
qg$ 501-4 Old Greenville Highway - Clemson
4g£ Try Our Buffalo Wings and Breadsticks
Located in the Bi-Lo Shopping Center
I

'
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Mark your calendars now! On
Friday April 28, (aka the last day
of classes), the center of campus
will be overflowing with positive energy in celebration of
Earth Day 2000. This year's happening will be the largest project
of Students for Environmental
Awareness for this year.
Although not coinciding
with the official date of Earth
Day (April 22), which falls during Easter weekend, SEA will
promote Earth Day with an Ecofestival of music,
food, merchandise
vendors, student
organizations,
government
and environmental
groups, plus
much more.
All of this
is for the
intent of
educat-

environmental issues and
opportunities in
the
Clemson
community
and
beyond.
Kicking the fun off at 10 a.m.
will be an art sale sponsored by
the Fine Art Student Association
underneath the library walkway
where the book sale is usually
held. During the same time, the
Outdoor Amphitheater will host
many student organizations as
well as select corporations and
government agencies. Local
merchandise vendors such as
Nature's Health Shop, Hemp
Sisters, White Rabbit and Native
Son will be located in the
Carrillon Gardens and will feature a wide range of items
including hemp jewelry, beads,
clothing and health food. SEA
will also host a lunch sale featuring some fine vegetarian cuisine.
All of this excitement will last
until approximately 4 p.m.
Throughout the day there
will be speakers on the main
stage addressing the environment and similar issues. These
speakers will be representing
some of the organizations which
will be in attendance at the
event. Another treat will be a
sculpure composed of recycled
materials, created by FASA and
SEA.
Between the 4 and 5 p.m., the
winners of the photo contest will
be announced, which is being
sponsored
by
Sustainable
Universities Initiative.
The
recipients of two and four person
rafting trips will also be
announced.
From 5 p.m. till midnight, five
of Clemson's and Anderson's
finest local bands will grace the
amphitheater stage, band performances over an hour of their artful sounds.
Leading off the performances
will be local favorites Wolfcreek
and Doublewide who will play
folky bluegrass and down-home
jazz respectively, followed by
Purple Ringer and Jive Soul
Turkey. Closing out the show
will be Anderson's own improvisational Cambradyne, who are
promoting their latest self-titled
CD.
If by chance Mother Nature
feels like crying on the day of the
big event, the festivities will take
place in the "Palmetto Ballroom
by day and in Edgar's Pub by
night.
Also, be sure to check out
SEA's website, htijx//pcoplc
demson. \
, tor more
info, regular updates and new
additions.
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Music
bran lonno
two
262 Music

Gran Torino's album, Two, has
not only hit record shelves but will
also hit the Clemson scene tomorrow in the upcoming Clemstock.
The style Gran Torino depends
upon for its uniqueness may be the
very style that brings it down. On
top of its highly respectable and
well written lyrics are piled layers
of failed techniques, such as the
clashing relationship between serious lyrics against a more fun, alternative tone.
A majority of the CD, (excluding
"Moments with You" and "Melody
Maker") sounds as though it is a
horrifying ■ nightmare
of
Supermarket Sweep. The overall
effect parallels to that of movies
that contain all-too-noticeable
ensembles of overly dramatic
music to portray a not-so-dramatic
event.
In contrast, the CD does have
some redeeming qualities. The
lyrics are imbedded in deep
thought rather than a lot of music
released today and are about topics
that are easily related to by a wide
variety of people. The vocals also
add to the life of the CD, distinguishing the songs from the elevator simulation effects of the intro,
interlude and outro. The idea to
combine music styles such as Beck's
off-beat,
quirkiness
and
Jamiroquai's disco-type jazz feel is a
noble attempt, but success in using
this technique is found in vocalists',
and distinct voices, a quality Gran
Torino lacks.
Despite a few good songs, Gran
Torino's Two will probably spend
only "Moments with You" before it
graces the return racks.

Spreadout Management

JumboWood has landed themselves a seat on the list of Southeast
contenders to be the next "big
band". Recently, JumboWood was
chosen the Best Local Band by readers of the Charleston City Paper.
After listening to their selftitled debut CD, it is easy to see
what all the excitement is about!
The basis for this attention is a guitar-oriented pop sound that sometimes flirts with the acoustic pop
sound the Southeast loves so much,
but more often reaches into harder
edged territory.
The lead off track, "Walkathon,"
is a perfect example of the
acoustic/hard
edge
rock.
"Walkathon" begins with the heavy '
drumbeat of Markus Kuhlmann (a
Clemson alumnus) which makes
you want more. Seconds later an
acoustic guitar takes you to the
next level before lead guitar player,
Stephen Hunt, takes you to the edge
with his dynamic and solid guitar
riffs. Britt's melodramatic voice
carries you through the torment

7

FULKR
and pain of this track with an energy that makes you realize he knows
and feels what he is singing about.
"Razor" and "Hip" are two of my
favorite tracks due to their high
energy guitar. Of course, one can't
forget bass player Lee "Buckshot"
Paden, who makes sure you feel his
presence on tracks like "Stripped"
and "Straight". This CD is a must for
any music lover's collection. If you
would like to check it out before
buying it, go to mp3.com and
download it. (You won't be sorry!)
Also, you can link to their web page
from mp3.com or go directly to
wwwjumbowood.com.
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Despite a cold, Robbie Fulks jammed an acoustic set in Greenville's Handlebar last Friday evening.
Fulks promised to return in the fall and said he would rock the place out next time.

-Tuhina Verma

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■X
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Best Deal Mini Storage

BOUNTYLAND WAREHOUSES

Seneca 985-1774
5x10 $26.00 • 10x10 $39.00
10x15 $45.00 • 10x20 $63.00
"Will beat any price in Pickens/Oconee county"
Motorcycles also bought and sold here!
John Gardner
1920 Wells Hwy. Seneca, SC 29678

For your summer storage needs

885-0368
5x10 foot -- $30 per month storage space
365 Keowee School Road
Seneca, SC 29672

uux.

XXX

SATURDAY, APRIL 15, 2000
CLEMSON INTRAMURAL FIELDS

I T

-Laura Carone

JumboWood
JumboWood
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Doors Open at 6:00 after the Spring Football Game
Volunteers provided by

KA, KZ, riKA, ZN
Tickets available at Manifest DlSC & Tapes and on campus
Monday Hun Friday, «M. at the StllflCMlt L 111 Oil & Sellilleter Dining Hall
Brought to you by:

EastCoast Concerts
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NEW FUMBLE MEAL PLANS
BEGINNING IN THE FALL 2000
PLUS ANY 15
PLUS ANY 10
CAMPUS DINING SERVICES INTRODUCES THE NEW

PAW POINTS PROGRAM.

DESIGNED FOR THOSE STUDENTS WHO ARE ON THE GO AND REQUIRE CONVENIENCE AND FLEXIBILITY.
THE

PAW POINTS PROGRAM OFFERS A DECLINING BALANCE OPTION COMBINED WITH A TRADITIONAL MEAL PLAN.
PLUS PLANS IS THAT
100 TO 175 PAW POINTS ARE ADDED TO YOUR TlGER STRIPE.

THE ONLY DIFFERENCE SET WEEN REGULAR MEAL PLANS AND

IT'S LIKE HAVING AN EXTRA $100 TO $175 IN YOUR POCKET!
WANT TO FIND OUT MORE? THEN READ ON!

Paw Points
What arc Paw Points?
Paw Points are units of value connected with two new meal plans to be offered in the fall semester
FY 2000-01. The points can be used in the same manner as cash to purchase food items in any
Dining Services operations.
How are Paw Points obtained?
With the purchase of the Plus Any 10 meal plan $175 worth of points are credited to your Paw
Point account. With the purchase of the Plus Any 15 meal plan $100 worth of points are credited
to your Paw Point account. Points are offered only with the Plus Any 10 and Plus Any 15 meal
plans.
How can I purchase a Plus meal plan?
By using the voice response system, (864)656-0700, as you normally do for fee assessment/
payment instructions. After the first week of the semester, Plus meal plans may be purchased in the
normal manner at the Tiger 1 office.
Where can Paw Points be used?
The Canteen, Femow Street CaK, Eastside Food Court, The Corner Stop, CATS, Clemson House,
Season's By The lake, Clubhouse Grin, Harcombe Food Court, Schflfctter Dating Hall and L. J.
Fields,
How are Paw Points and Tiger Stripe funds different?
Tiger Stripe funds may be expended anywhere on campus.
Paw Points are intended as a "safety net" for meal availability for students when regular meal plan
service is not available or convenient Paw Points may be expended only in Dining Services
operations.
Additional funds may be added to the Tiger Stripe account.
No additional points may be added to the Paw Points account.
Tiger Stripe funds have no added purchasing value.
Paw Points have added purchasing value.
Why Have Paw Points?
To assure the meal plan holder flexibility of dining in a cash operation when the number of meals on
the meal plan has been exhausted for the week, or meal plan dining halls are not convenient.
Why have another meal plan choice?
Students with meal plans have requested flexibility, which would allow an occasional meal in the
Canteen, Femow Street Cafe", Eastside Food Court, LJ. Fields or a snack from CATS or The
Comer Stop.
How can I use my Paw Points?
When making a purchase in any one of the Dining Services operations the register will
automatically deduct your purchase from your Paw Point account first.
What happens if I don't have enough Paw Points for my purchase?
The cash register will then look to your regular Tiger Stripe account and deduct the purchase
amount from your Tiger Stripe,
What happens if I don't have enough Paw Points or enough Tiger Stripe for my purchase?
The Tiger Stripe account balance will be displayed. The cashier can check the balance in your Paw
Points account A "split tender" can be executed using Paw Points, Tiger Stripe and cash.
Can I use Paw Points at the Bookstore?
Paw Points are directly connected to the two Plus meal plans and are effective only in Dining
Services operations.

Can I purchase additional Paw Points?
Paw Points are intended as a supplement to the meal plan and are only assigned at the time the Plus
meal plan is purchased.
Do Paw Points carry over to the next semester?

Paw Points expire after supper on graduation day of the semester in which the Plus meal plan was
purchased. Thereafter Paw Point accounts reset to zero.
Is there a limit on the amount of a single purchase?
No. For example, if the semester is nearing the end and rather than leave points in the Paw Point
account, a student may purchase dinner for several friends.
How can I tell how many Paw Points I have left in my account?
At the time of purchase the balance of Paw Points will display on the register or you may ask the
cashier to check your balance.
If I drop my meal plan do I get a refund on the Paw Points portion of my meal plan?
Only the regular meal plan portion is refunded, less meals available during the time held and
applicable fees. Paw Points, including the added value points, remain in your account to be
entirely expended by you, or until after supper on graduation day of the semester in which the meal
plan was purchased.
Can I change from one Plus plan to another?
No. Only the basic plan can change but the Paw Points remain unaffected. The Paw Points
originally assigned will become associated with the new plan changed to.
Can I change from a regular to a Plus plan?
Only before close of business on the first Tuesday of the first week of the semester.
Can I purchase a Plus plan after the first week of the semester?
Purchase of a Plus plan after the first week of a semester will be at the usual pro-rated price except
that Paw Points will remain at the same price and value as if purchased at the beginning of the
semester.

Paw Points Operational Policies and Procedures
Effective with the fall semester FY 2000-01, Dining Services will offer an additional two
meal plans featuring 'Paw Points". The Paw Points will be points associated with the Plus
Any 10 and Phis Any 15 meal plans which can be used in any Dining Services operation in
a manner similar to cash for the purchase of food.
The purpose of these plans is to aUow students the flexibility of dining in one of the cash
operations when the meal plan dining halls are closed or otherwise not convenient. The
plans are priced to give students added value when points are used in cash operations.
Dining Services operations which accept Paw Points are listed below:
The Canteen, Femow Street Cafe", Eastside Food Court, The Corner Stop, CATS, Clemson
House, Season's By The Lake, Clubhouse Grill, Harcombe Food Court, Schilletter Dining
Hall and LJ. Fields.
FY 2000-01 Paw Points i

Meal Plan

[ with the two meal plans are as follows:
Regular Plan
SttKfept Pay?

Plus Plan

Paw Point

Student Pay?

Plus Any 15
Plus Any 10

Paw Points value is nonrefundable except for withdrawal from Clemson University and
then, only to the extent any unused points do not exceed the actual amount paid for the
Plus plan above the price of the regular meal plan. In the event any portion of the extra
value is expended, at the time of withdrawal, that amount will be deducted from any
refundable amount. (No refund will be made on the "Extra Value Received".)
Students may drop a Plus plan with the usual constraints (charge for meals passed that the
plan was in effect, and associated fees). However, the Paw Point value is not affected and
will remain in effect until all funds are expended or until after supper on graduation day of
each semester in which the Plus plan was purchased, at which time the account will be
zeroed.
Changes from one Plus plan to another can not be executed. Changes from a plus plan to a
regular plan can be made. However, the Paw Point value is not affected and will remain in
effect until all points are expended.
Changes from a regular plan to a Plus plan can be made only before close of business on
the first Tuesday of the first week of the semester.

>
Purchase of a Plus plan after the first week of a semester will be at the usual pro-rated price
except that Paw Points will remain at the same price and value as if purchased at the
beginning of the semester.

s

Paw Points can not be carried forward from one semester to the next semester. Paw Points
not used, expire after supper on graduation day of each semester.
Paw Points are not transferable nor are they refundable except for withdrawal from
Ctemson University.
When making a purchase at a Dining Services facility, other than a normal meal plan entry
at Harcombe Food Court, Schilletter raining Hall or the Clemson House, the cost of the
purchase will automatically be deducted first from Paw Points until Paw Points are reduced
below the value of the item being purchased. Then the cost of the purchase will be
deducted from the Tiger Stripe account. If both Paw Points and Tiger Stripe do not, by
themselves, have sufficient amounts for the purchase, a "split tender" may be executed.
At the time of a transaction using Paw Points, the balance,of points will be displayed on the
cash register, or the cashier will have the ability to manually check the balance.
When purchasing a Plus meal plan in the Tiger 1 office, students will be required to sign a
form acknowledging the terms of the Plus meal plan.

i>

Plus meal plans will not be offered during the summer terms.
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POT-HEAP^
"Thirty Years of Tradition" i
April 10-13

Gazette
k> r

I

for a successful I
Greek Week 2000! I

>

Each year, Order of Omega presents the Greek Man and Woman of the Year awards to two individuals who are outstanding
in academics, contributions to their Greek organization, contributions to the overall Greek system, participation in other
campus activities, community involvement, and other honors & awards. The 1999 - 2000 nominees are:

O.

Derwin Broughton
Ryan Clarey
Brent Fleming
Louis Garmendia
Brian Kelleher
Trey Mills
Robert Quattlebaum
Robert Sides
John Sieverdes

AOA
2N
I1KA
ATA
TKE
5X1
B9n
KAP
FIK*

W

Greshan Alexander
Buffy Bell
Carrie Brockman
Ann Bruner
Stephanie Northington
Lauren Pfister
Jakeisha Thompson
Claire Richardson
Dorsey Wyatt

It's Time!

Habitat for Humanity
"BLITZ 2001"

The time has come for your organization to make a
commitment to the 2001 Blitz Build. If you have
not had a Blitz Ambassador come to your
organization's meeting, contact Leigh Roberson at
leighr@clemson.edu or call 858-3334 to do so.
Organizations wishing to participate should forward the
following information to Rachel Ferner at
rferner@clemson.edu as soon as possible:
Name of organization
Name, email & phone of contact person
Organization's initial labor covenant
Organization's initial monetary covenant
Covenant Signing will be on April 30. 2000 at 3:00pm at
the Military Heritage Plaza (rain location: Student
Senate Chambers). Please have your contact person and
one other officer present at this time.
,..7"—rrr.'
~~ nn STS* -

AT
ZTA
KA6
AXQ
r<l>B
AAFI
AKA
AAA
KKT

Congratulations to these individuals for
being honored by this nomination. The
award recipients will be announced at
the annual Greek Week banquet
on April 18, 2000.

Become a part of
Thirty Years of Tradition...
Greek Life at CU

The Interfraternity Council will host its next membership
recruitment process August 23 - September 1. 2000.
The National Pan-Hellenic Council will host an orientation
meeting for interested students early in the fall semester.
The Panhellenic Council will host its next membership
recruitment process August 20 - 28. 2000.
For more information on any of these events,
contact us at: GREEK@clemson.edu
■_— — — — — — "1
602 University Union
.
Be* 344056
I
CWovSC 29634-4056 ■
PU«! (£64) 656-?297 ■
Fats (864)656-5833
Email: GREEK.@d<smson .«Ju
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MAKE THE GRADE with...
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• Washers & Dryers
•. Camcorders
* Computers
• Stereos
* Pagers
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• VCRs
• Beds
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ent characters and emotions while
keeping the audiences focused on the
primary plot. These actors must provide the flesh to Cephus' spine for the
play to be a success. Look for these
ladies to provide the comedic touches
which will lighten and move the
story along rapidly.
This story has personal and symbolic meaning for Clemsn theatre
professor Vanita Vactor. "I chose
Home to direct because my ancestral
roots are in Anderson County and
during a family reunion held on my
grandfather's homestead, I felt an
urge to express to others the warmth
of family and roots that. I felt. This
play is a way for me to pay homage to
my ancestors."
Vactor also added that "the play's
theme of renewal and forgiveness is
perfect for the Easter season. The
truths that no matter where life takes

14,2000

us, there are things that remain
important to us always like family,
roots, spirituality and our love for
nature. And if we hold onto these
things nothng can hold us back."
Cephus' renewal should be an excellent example to us all to prioritize the
good things in our lives and never
take them for granted.
Home will make you laugh and
forget your present day worries but
most importantly Home will make
you reflect on who you are, and what
you hold most dear. Do not miss this
performance.
The drama is recommended for
adult audiences. Located in the
Bellamy Theater of the Brooks Center,
curtain time is 8 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday, April 18-21.
Two performances are planned for
Saturday, April 22, at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Tickets are $7 for general admission,
$5 for senior citizers and $2 for students.

WdlUI

656-2150

Bi-Lo Plaza, Pendleton
646-5705 or (800) 579-3702
MON-FRI

9-6 &

SAT

10-5

■ ■■■■■iiimiimimiMi
2 Bedroom 2 Bath Condo walking distance to
campus. Furnished, washer/dryer, private patio,
garage parking. Up to 4 students. $900.00 a
month and Security Deposit. Available now
through August & 1 year lease beginning in August
Efficiencies and 1 Bedroom apts available in
Seneca. Furnished or unfurnished, quiet wooded
lot, adjacent to Lake Keowee. Washer/dryer on
premises. 71/2 miles to campus. $200$255.00. 1 year lease and Security Deposit.
FEMALE WANTED! Roommates to share a 2
bedroom condo. $225.00 per student per month
for the Fall 2000.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION...

Commercial, Residential, Management and Sales
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album centers around electric guitar sweetening and is accented by
background vocals by Dave
Harrison. Featuring seven new
songs that vividly display the energy and emotion of a live show,
"Halo" is a delight to the angels.
King Konga still blends the same
unassuming
The Caribbean feel is particularly strong during the title track
"Halo". The danceable tune revolves
around a protagonist who lives for
the shining halo that forms when a
certain girl smiles. "Dancing Girls,"
another song with a strong groove
and love struck hero, finds the
speaker asking what he wouldn't
give up for his love and saying, "Byebye to the dancing girls."
King Konga's greatest achievement thus far, though, has been to
play at Woodstock '99. "It was a fantastic experience and really a good
chance for us to show our music to
a large audience," bassist Cook
commented. "We got there though,
before all the riots and fires broke
out though." Arguably the strongest
aspect of a King Konga experience:
powerful, spirited and musically
tight.
Hannon launched his career as a
vocalist/guitarist at the early age of
10 in his hometown of Hampton,
Va. Studying drums in high school,
Hannon gained local success as a
singer/songwriter. Dan's talents
landed him at the University of
Southern Mississippi where he
integrated all of his skills as to
become a jack of all trades in music.
"King Konga is by far my greatest of
accomplishments ... and the best is
yet to come!"
Lymon got his start in percussion at age nine in Greenwood, Miss.
Starting with the high school
marching band, he later attended
the University of Southern
Mississippi, Tony then found his
niche performing in the world
champion Star of Indiana Drum
and Bugle Corps in '91-'93. He later
won the International Solo
Collegiate Timpanist Competition
at the Percussive Arts Society
International Convention in '94. "I
never thought I would be playing
rock music ever in my life!" he says.
"But, sometimes the best gifts in life
come in boxes not marked for you."
Cook began to pursue the violin
at age eight. After taking up the
bass at age 13, he began his journey
in the industry by playing in a local
band. "You only get one chance at
life, do what you can to be happy."
That pursuit of happiness led Steve
to attend the University of
Southern Mississippi where he was
the principal bassist in the highly
acclaimed 12 o'clock lazz Lab I.
After graduating and a two-year
stint in the Nashville music scene,
he moved back to Hattiesburg to
join King Konga.
Skeeto Valdez brings his talents
to King Konga from the heart of
Detroit, Mich. Skeeto found his
home as a drummer/percussionist
after joining the "Amen-Ra"
African Dance and Drum Troupe of
Detroit. Skeeto has won several
awards including Detroit MetroTimes "Best Drummer" Award in
1986-89 and 1996 Guitar Center's
PA.S.IC. Drum-Off.. He has traveled
the world with national artists, performed with the Detroit Rock AllStars featuring members of the
Silver Bullet Band and also recorded with George Clinton's P-Funk.
"Drumming to me is speaking to
the souls of the people you are performing for."
Despite their different backgrounds and experiences, Cook
described the group as a "very tightly knit family. We eat together and
fight together like a normal family,
but we are the best of friends."
Tune in on Thursday at TTT as
King Konga changes Tiger Town
into a Monkey Town as the group
wets the palette of every college
student in Clemson. So step back
because there is a new ape in town
and they're ready to bring down the

employment opportunities

210 Victoria Square

654-6396

11

7.NOW AVAILABLE AT

Clemson Office Products

Hours: 9:00am to 5:00pm Mon-Fri

PAGE

Keowee Key Country Club
for our newly remodeled Club House!
Positions include:

Ink Jet Cartridges,

P£ase call for an appointment

r Food Servers
*J44" TL I 5 I
• Hosts & Hostesses
One Country Club Drive
Salem
♦ Snack Bar Attendants
- ^ 29B7B
*. tLjjk'A..*
k ' Cooks & Utility Person
reat Benefits
& Good Work
N. • Banquette Setup Person

Digital Phones,
School Su

,
Environment or

Valid through May 12. L,imit one per customer. Must be
presented to salesperson before purchase.

This
Coupon
Good
For

20°/(0

on regular
priced
purchases
during one
shopping
trip!

Clemson Office Products
College Avenue | Victoria Square | Clemson
ill

Wanted: Two Chatty
Experienced Bartenders and
Four Friendly Cocktail Waitresses
for Private Club

•Bartenders

•Cocktail

Apply in person
Saturday 4/22 at
Club 10am - 2pm.

Waitresses

Sale Items Not Included
I
I

HmA to Villa Lulgt Restaurant

Customer Service &
Satisfaction Are Always

Opening at 4 pm daily

213AMalnSt
Central, SC

Now Leaving r L

1EFFERS

J

Fall ioobfa

COMMONS

»

JBBSE0
.JEn&yK
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Isn't it time you found yourself?
For a limited
time only! $200 A
cosh bock on oil new
leoses & the chance

tov

00

Semester's Books
FREE!

Live. Love. Learn
It's our philosophy. It's the foundation of Jefferson
Commons. Where you live is a part of you and we Ve
"created a place where you can blend in and connect
with the kind of lifestyle you've always planned for.

Community Amenities
• Individual Leases
•Washer/Dryers in every Unit
•State-of-the-Art Fitness Center
•Student Clubhouse Gameroom
•Student Services Center

•Tanning Bed
• Designer Home Furnishings
• Intrusion Alarms Systems
•On-Campus Shuttle Route (CATZ)
• High Speed Internet Access

Now offering
seniors short
term leases for
August through
December!

Proposed Resident Services
• Breakf ast-on-the-Go
• Resident Functions
t^\2. J/JeffersonO
lojlj) if/Commons

Find Yourself. There.
103 Sumter Lane
Central, SC 29630

864-654-1917
www.jeffersoncommons.com

(93)
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A
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What's
THURSDAY, APRIL 13
• Jump, Little
Children at Tillman
Auditorium at 9:15 p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 20
• Hybrid at
Backstreets at 10:30
p.m.

FRIDAY, APRIL 14

THURSDAY, APRIL 20

• Captain Easy at
Backstreets.
• Grease at The
Oconee Community
Theatre. Showing April
14-16, 20-23.
• Hybrid at Esso Club
at 10:30 p.m.

• King Konga at Tiger
Town Tavern.

SATURDAY, APRIL 15
• Gran Torino at
Clemson Intramural Field
at 6 p.m.
• Picasso at the Lapin
Agile at the Warehouse
Theatre. Showing April
15, 19-22, 27-29 at 8
p.m.
SUNDAY, APRIL 16
• POPS Concert at
the Madren Conference
Center.
TUESDAY, APRIL 18
• Home at the Bellamy
Theatre, Brooks Center.
Showing April 18-22

Well, this is it. The end of the
year approaches, and with it
comes the end oj the horoscopes.
So, as a final farewell, I've decided
to let you guys in on some really
juicy knowledge for a change.
Here are the stars' predictions for
your respective final days:
Aries (March 21 - April 19)
Day by day, your rational
thought capacity will slowly
degrade to a point at which you
are huddled into the corner ol
your local asylum ranting about
how you can't go to sleep because
the clowns will eat you. Shortly
thereafter you will make a complete recovery due to a miracle
drug that cures craziness (oh you
just wait) and will be let back
into the world as a contributing
member of society. You will
attain a wife and two kids and
live a happy life for a few years,
and then in a relapse of the craziness (it's sort of like cancer like
that, trust me) you will decide to
break the world's record for fastest
self-decapitation (I checked, and
this one doesn't exist... CRAZY!).
It's a little messy, but so is life.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
In an ironic turn of events, you
realize that dentistry is not the
safe profession you once thought
it was. One day, while performing
a routine root canal, you accidentally inject yourself with enough
novocaine to numb an entire
African village. This does not in
and of itself cause you any actual
physical damage, but since you
feel no pain, you take it upon
yourself to try something you've

FRIDAY, APRIL 21
• Hybrid at Pizza
Bistro in Columbia 10:30
p.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 22
• Apples in Stereo at
the 40 Watt in Athens at
10 p.m.
• B-Sharps at Cox
Plaza.
TUESDAY, APRIL 25
• Frequency screening
at Tillman Auditorium at 9
p.m.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26
• Whipped screening
at Tillman Auditorium at 9
p.m.
FRIDAY, APRIL 28
• Dracula at the
Clemson Little Theatre.

always wanted to try: sword
swallowing. Unable to actually
feel the sword entering your
esophagus, you get a bit overzealous, and puncture all but one of
your vital organs. You have no
idea what has happened until
your receptionist calls your attention to the large volume of blood
gushing from your mouth. As
you fade into unconsciousness,
you are comforted by the fact that
at least you got to live your dream.
Gemini (May 21 -June 20)
After all that work, all those
extra classes, you've finally
achieved your dream of becoming a vet. And what's better,
you've landed your dream job on
a horse farm in the mountains.
Life just couldn't be sweeter.
Until, of course, that fateful day
when you realize that not all
horses enjoy having your arm
half way up their arses. A particular Arabian takes it upon himself to teach that lesson to you
with a swift kick to your forehead. The last thought you have
before drifting off into oblivion is
of integration by parts.
Cancer (June 21 -July 22)
You know that death you've
always dreamed of in which the
four horsemen of the apocalypse
bring death and destruction to
all, with you riding on the sidecar
of war? Well, the apocalypse will
come right on time (oh, you know
when), but you'll just end up
fighting the other humans for
control of what's left, Mad Max
style. However, you will end up
dying in a pit with a weapon in
your hand, which I believe was
your second choice, no?

JUMP FOR JOY: South Carolina-based band brings down Tillman on April 13.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
After waking up early one
afternoon and checking your email, you realize that you have
received one very special message. It would appear that your
stock broker has written you,
explaining that the deal that he
told you wouldn't go through is
ok after all. Realizing that your
dream of becoming a hundredthousand-aire has finally come
true, you fall backwards in your
chair. You reach out for something to grab onto, but the only
thing within reach is your computer, which you then pull on top
of you, simultaneously electrocuting you crushing yourself
body and dropping you from
yourself classes all at the same
time.
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
Someone will sneak into your
room, and in an all too common
scenario, will dress you up like
Optimus Prime. You will then
wake up in the morning, not realizing that your visage is that of
the leader of the autobots, and
Megatron will unknowingly
vaporize you, followed closely
thereafter by some witty mid-80s
cartoon joke. Don't worry though,
I'll save a 40 for my dead autobot
homies.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)
It was an auction just like any
other auction, or so you thought.
In your normal economic savvy,
you had purchased several copies
of a live CD from a semi-famous
indie rock band. In your old age,
you seem to have gotten a bit
sloppy, so all but one of these
copies was quickly posted for
safe. Noticing your auction, a
y|ung indie rocker upstart takes
i t upon 'himself to' up his' mtlie '
cred by putting you out of commission. You didn't even notice
him waiting for you in the bushes

after that show in Athens. But
you sure as hell did feel the knife
in your belly as he gutted you,
saying "this one is for the Apples
in Stereo." Oh, then you get
crushed in an avalanche of your
own media.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
Your brother will make a mortal enemy out of a mad scientist,
who will invent a time machine
and go back and murder your
great, great grandmother. You
will never have existed.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
You will be taping late night
Cinemax softcore movies one
night and get sucked into the television and recorded onto the tape.
The good news is that you're not
dead! You are, however, trapped
in a world in which people are
trying to act sensual to you, but
end up acting it out very badly,
and then don't act on it any more
then provocatively rubbing
against you.
You will try to
develop a society among the softcore actors, but to no avail. You
will then get frustrated and ride
off with a softcore actress onto
the beach, at which point you'll
find a copy of 2001 half buried in
the sand, indicating an explosion
that removed all respectable film
work from this world, at which
point you'll drop to your knees
and say "my god, you actually
taped over it, you taped over my
copy of 2001T At this point,
someone will find the tape and
tape episodes of 90210 on it, and
another explosion will rock your
fragile little ecosystem and you
will then die.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19)
Realizing that you have completely screwed up' your life by
getting married too early and
compromising on a mediocre
career, you spiral into a pit of

drug and soap opera addiction.
Then, one day, when you realize
you don't even have enough coke
left for a decent freezer, you
decide to start supplementing
your income by producing babies
to sell on the black market. God
doesn't take too kindly to this
bastardization of the sanctity of
marriage, and swiftly strikes you
down where you stand, I
mean...lay
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
A normal purging episode
goes horribly horribly awry as
you realize that the full feeling
you have is not the food in your
stomach, but rather your stomach itself. Try as you might to rid
yourself of the bloating which is
obviously making you into a
large unattractive cow, you just
don't have anything left to throw
up. That is, of course, until you
finally succeed in dislodging
your stomach from it's connective
tissue and it turns itself inside out
as it spews forth from your
mouth. You die happy, knowing
that you have finally reached
your target weight.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)
You will become enveloped
into your world of role-playing
games and, thinking that you are
a vampire with super human
powers, you will try to fly. That
won't work, and someone will
find you jumping up and down
and decide to commit you to an
asylum where you will scream
about clowns coming to eat you,
only to be dressed up like
Optimus Prime in the middle of
the night by another 'guest' and
have your lineage cut short back
through time so that you may die
in a pit that is subsequently
nriside a video tape witha weapon'
in your hand. In short, you will
die from over-recycling ideas.
-Stars read by Q.T. Itaro
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■ artin Luther King
was honored during
I Black History Month
this February with a
cyamn*emorative march.
Ironically, the march was
nearly overshadowed by the
heavily debated confederate
flag issue.

Students were shocked
by the sudden deaths
oftwoClemson
freshmen this past March.
Haley Sirochman and
Jessica Siwek were both
killed in car accidents.
Sirochman'sdeath, which
was caused by a drunk ■ ;:
driver, alerted students to :
the sobering reality of;;: •
drinking and driving.

Sprinter Shawn Crawford
(right) came back with a
vengeance this season,
claiming the ACC and NCAA
titles in the 200-meter dash
while setting a new American
collegiate record. After the
season, his next stop could be
Sydney.
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One of Wooten's goals as
Student Senate president is to
address every aspect of student life
regardless of how big or small
because all of them are important
to the Student Senate.
"I want the students to know
that we are here for them to discuss
any types of issues that they are
concerned about or have ideas for. I
have an open door policy and am
willing to listen to any of the student's concerns, problems or ideas,"
said Woo ten.
Before becoming president,
Wooten served on the freshman
council during her first year at
Clemson. She was elected to the
Student Senate her sophomore
year and has been serving on the
senate since then.
"Watching past Student Senate
presidents and the wonderful jobs
that they have done helped me to
decide to run for this position.
Clemson has given me so much
and I really want to give back to
the
University and the students,"
said Wooten.
She wants to push for those
policies that the students want to
see implemented on campus while
also answering any questions the
students have about why something is being done in a certain
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allow organizations to adopt a
way.
As Student Senate pro-tempore, street on campus and keep it
Gene Aiken serves as a back up for clean," said Aiken. Aiken's interest
the Student Senate president. He in student government began
attends all senate meetings and is when he was elected to the freshable to take over the meetings if the man council. Then he served as the
president is unable to attend them. vice president of the housing comAiken also serves as the chair of mittee. Aiken took over the housthe university relations committee. ing committee when the president
Another requirement of Aiken is left during second semester to take
dealing with certain aspects of stu- an internship in Washington, D.C.
Although he does not plan on
dent organizations.
"When organizations come up pursuing a career in politics, he
for recognition or de-recognition,- does not rule it out as an option for
the future. As for right now, he
they go through me," said Aiken.
This year the senate will focus hopes to increase student interacon improving academics and such tion with Student Senate and stuas the forgiveness policy and the dent government as a whole.
"We want the students to get
integrity act.
If the forgiveness policy is put involved in student life and govinto action, it will focus directly on ernment. I want to get the message
students' grades. The basis of this out on what student government is
policy is to be able to give-students doing because I do not think that a
a chance to redeem themselves in a lot of students know about a lot of
course that they took and in which the things that are going on with
the Student Senate." said Aiken.
they did not do well.
As students enter into a new
The forgiveness policy will
allow students to retake a course if phase of elected student officials,
there is just cause in doing so and students will observe how the new
the students will be able to replace Student Senate president and protheir first grade in that class with tempore works together with the
the better, more recent grade they Student Senate and the student
body to achieve the goals that they
receive in that particular class.
Another goal that Aiken has is have addressed. Some of these
to complete and implement the goals include making students
"Neat Street Program" which focus- more aware of student activities as
well as being receptive to the indies on student organizations.
"Right now one of my main vidual and organizational, needs,
focuses is working on the 'Neat wants and concerns of the stuStreet Project.' This project will dents.
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Kelly Smith, doctor of philosophy at Duke, spoke Wednesday
about biotechnology at the graduate student luncheon.

TUITION FINANCING

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is
through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities

IT'S EASY TD SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

mazing What
A Dorm Room
Will Hold...

(SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.
With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build income to supplement your pension

S102,Q6B
S€7,514
' w -Gefe rrea savings after taxes
' ;:er-iax savings

and Social Security.
And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished by
1

taxes until you withdraw the funds. Add to that TIAA-

541,232

Now how are you going to get it ail home?

$31,933

CREF's solid investment performance, bolstered by our
commitment to keeping expenses low, and you have more

511,609

money working for you.
So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retireINVEST AS UTTUE AS
$25 a month
through an automatic
payroll plan2

513,052

ment today with tax-deferred
SRAs. We think you will find it
rewarding in the years to come.

10YEARS

20YEAR5

JO YEARS

in this hypothetical example, setting aside S100 a month
in a tax-deferred investment with an 8% return in a
28% tax bracket shows better growth than the same
net amount put into a savings account.3

Clothes, books, computer, sound system, tv. sports equipment — there's no way you're going to get even haif of it on
a plane or in a friend's car. But F*ak Mail can get it wherever
you 're going — fast.
We'll pack it, box it, seal it, tape it, tie it, snip it, or overnight
it...OT, whatever you need to get it there on time and
in one piece. And...we'll save
you all the hassie!
&Jft£JVkJk 11
CENTERS OF AMERICA

FREE PICKUP SERVICE AT YOUR
DORM
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

1 800 842-2776
www.t iaa -cref.org

1 .Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59 1/2 are subject to restrictions,w\d may also be subject to a 10% additional tax, 2. You may be able to invest up to the IRS max
irnum of $10,500 per year,To receive a personalized calculation of your maximum contribution, call TIAA-CREF at 1 800 842-2776,3.The chart above is presented for illustrative
purposes only and does not reflect, actual performance, or predict future results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect expenses. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services,
incdtstr ibutes CREF certificates and interests in theTIAA Real Estate Account. Teachers Personal Investors Services, inc. distributes the variable component of the personal annuities, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co. issue insurance and annuities.TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
Investment products am not ¥DtC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. For more complete information on our securities products, including charges and
expenses, call 1 800 842-2776, ext, 5509, for the prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money.© 2000 TIAA-CREF 1/00.

We can also ship furniture, etc. too iarge for
UPS. Please call for pickup appointment.

PAK MAIL
1475 Pearman Dairy Rd.
Anderson, SC 29625

CALL 225-8840
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MIT sophomore critically injured in hall fire
MIKE HALL

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass.
- A fire struck the fourth floor of
Random Hall Monday night,
injuring one student and seven
Campus Police officers.
The fire originated in the room
of Elizabeth H. Shin '02, a biology
major, at 9:15 p.m. Shin was taken to
Massachusetts General Hospital
with third-degree burns on 65 percent of her body and is listed in critical condition. Shin's parents were
, notified soon after the incident.
Campus Police arrived on the
scene shortly after the blaze started. Officer Sean C. Munnelly was
, credited by the MIT News Office
for pulling Shin out of the burn-

ing room. After saving Shin,
Campus Police then extinguished
the fire before the Cambridge Fire
Department arrived, according to
Cambridge Fire communications
supervisor Frederick C Hart.
Munnelly was taken to Beth
Israel Deaconess Medical Center
with smoke inhalation injuries,
along with Officers Kevin P.
Kirchdorfer and Donald P Miller.
Officers John W Carr, Clarence A.
Henniger, Ronald B. Ward, and
Joseph S. West also suffered from
smoke inhalation and were taken
to MGH. All officers were listed in
good condition.
According to the Boston Herald,
Deputy Chief Thomas Stack of the
Cambridge Fire Department said

the main burn area was in the center of Shin's room.
The nature of the fire is currently under investigation by the
Cambridge Fire Department and
the Massachusetts State Police.

spokesman Kenneth D. Campbell.
Approximately twelve students
reside in the closed section and
will be housed temporarily in
lounges and other rooms at random.
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The fourth floor of the 282
Massachusetts Avenue section of
Random was closed off indefinitely pending further investigation of
the fire's cause and repairs from
smoke
damage,
said
MIT
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WOMEN!
Are you interested in finding out how to get involved
with sororitv recruitment 2000?
All you need to do is forward:
1. your name
2. your summer mailing address

To ONE of the following places:
1. the Union Information Desk, OR
2. email GREEK@cl.emson.edu
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through the neighborhood's backyard, but soon there may be a superoTURb FROM PAGE 1
center.
There will be a 35-foot buffer
The supercenter will be four
times bigger than Clemson's Bi-Lo, yard between the homes and the
and the Wal-Mart grocery itself will Wal-Mart, and in that area there will
be a slope and a retaining wall that
be larger than Bi-Lo.
Those who will be the hardest will go up six stories, Barczewski
hit by this monster establishment said. The Wal-Mart itself will be
will be the people who live on Tabor some three stories high, leaving a
Street, which runs behind the pro- nine-story supercenter looming
posed Wal-Mart location. Right over Tabor Street.
The view from Issaqueena will
now, there is a creek running
be of the WalMart roof and
parking lot,
which
Barczewski
calls "a nice
panoramic
view of 15
acres
of
asphalt and
five acres of
Wal -Mart
roof."
"Obviously
the major concern is the traffic,"
said
Barczewski.
"By Wal-Mart's
.own estimate,
which I will
point out was
done two days
after
final
exams ended
courtesy of Michael Silvestri
in December,
CONCERN: Many local businesses have advertised
meaning
against the possibility of a Wal-Mart.
12,000 student

cars were not here, 13,000 cars were
counted. Because of when they did
it, that's almost certainly a
radical
underestimate."
Using the Pickens County development standards ordinance count,
the traffic load is actually about
20,500, said Barczewski. Not only
that, but this number represents
only the average number of cars per
day and does not take busy days into
account.
"A supercenter has to pull from a
massive area," said Barczewski. "A
population of 60 or 70,000 has to
support it, and Clemson has a population of about 30,000, which
includes students."
Another big concern of the
CRGC is the effect the Wal-Mart will
have on smaller businesses.
"Wal-Mart has a devastating
impact on businesses, and in particular downtown businesses," Said
Barczewski. "This is your classic case:
the commercial focus of Clemson is
going to move three miles outside of
town to Issaqueena Trail. Downtown
is going to be devastated. If you hurt
retail business downtown, you're
going to hurt everything elserestaurants, bars ... student traffic
alone downtown is not going to be
enough.
"Look at downtown Seneca. It's
dead. What killed it was that strip
on 123," Barczewski continued, referring to the large retail businesses in
Seneca like K-Mart, Wal-Mart and
Lowe's.
"What Clemson set out to do as a

APRIL

goal was to maintain the downtown
as both the commercial center and
as the center of the community," said
Michael Silvestri, a history professor
and an organizer of the CRGC "That
would be totally undermined if all
of a sudden the whole commercial
focus of Clemson was to be shifted
out to Issaqueena Trail."
The opposition also points out
that the Wal-Mart will not even be
located near anything else commercial in the city, like many of the
establishments on Highway 123.
Another worry is that one of
Clemson's objectives as a college
town is to attract high tech industries, which would provide internships to students.
"That would mean great opportunities for students," said
Barczewski. "But part-time jobs at
Wal-Mart?"
Former University President R C
Edwards, who was in office from
1958-1979, has publicly spoken out
against the possibility of a Wal-Mart
in Clemson. '
"The Wal-Mart project, as it is
now planned and at the site now
planned, will not only create a serious problem as far as the community is concerned, but has the potential
to affect the University" Edwards
told The Tiger. "The quality of life
will be seriously affected regarding
the students and faculty that it
attracts; it will adversely affect it I
am speaking not for the University, I
am speaking strictly based on having lived in this community for 44
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years.
"There are lots of retired people in
Clemson who are opposed to it,"
Silvestri pointed out. "They moved
here because they like the atmos-'
phere of a small college town."
Students are often another story.
Immediate reactions towards WalMart tend to be positive because students are thinking only of convenient shopping, said Silvestri. But
when students are told the adverse
community effects, they often
change their minds.
"A lot of students have stories
about what big supercenters have
done to their hometowns," said
Silvestri.
One of CRGCs biggest protests
involves Wal-Mart's solution to traffic.
"What Wal-Mart has agreed to do
in their site plan is put in a turn lane
' [on Issaqueena Trail]," said Silvestri. i hi
"But they're not widening the
road," added Barczewski. "I can
guarantee you, if you're talking 1520,000 extra trips on Issaqueena
Trail every day, which we all know
is a narrow, winding two lane road,
you're going to have to talk about
widening the road. That's $4 million
a mile to widen the road from two to
four lanes, and if a bridge is
involved, which one is, that's another $6-8 million. So that's $10-12 million for the road, and it will come
out of South Carolina, taxpayer's
money. Wal-Mart's certainly not
going to pay for it."
However, the CRGC is split over
the issue of whether to move the
location of the Wal-Mart or to nothave it at all.
"I am opposed to it anywhere,
but there are people in our group
who would not care if there was a
Wal-Mart somewhere more appropriate,"
said
Barczewski.
"Obviously there are going to be
Wal-Marts somewhere, and what
you have to do is try to put them in
places where the community can
live with them and they're not a
major disruption in their lives, and
also in places where the infrastructure improvements that are going
to be necessary will not end up
costing the community an arm and
a leg.
"The problem with this site is
that Wal-Mart got a cheap piece of
property and so they're going to go
in on that cheap piece of property
and basically, they're going to pass
off all of the infrastructure
improvements on the community. I
think that's a little bit unfair, given
that this is the third largest company in the U.S., we're talking a billion
dollar company, and here we are, little old Clemson, and we're going to
be paying for them to locate.
Communities really have to work tc
make sure that they choose the locations where these developments go.
The community needs to make the
decision, not the developer," saiti
Barczewski.
Silvestri pointed out that there
are also many fallacies in WalMart's arguments. It was suggested
that the $60 million sales base will
increase the tax base.
"This will not, however, be all
new tax revenue to the city," said
Silvestri. "For example, roughly onethird of the area of the proposed
store will be devoted to groceries
and it makes no difference to the tax
revenue of the city of Clemson if
residents buy groceries there or at
the Winn-Dixie or Bi-Lo. Moreover
if the store is built in Pickens
County there will be no tax revenue
for the city of Clemson whatsoever."
The CRGC has collected 2,600
signatures of protest against the
Wal-Mart, and 32 business owners
have filled out forms declaring their
opposition.
Clemson's
mayor,
Larry
Abernathy has publicly opposed
the potential Wal-Mart.
"I hope students can understand—it's not an issue of do you
want a Wal-Mart in Clemson or
not, it's a planning issue, it's aji
issue of if we're going to have one,
it has to be in an appropriate location, and it's a complicated legal
issue
at
the
momen("
Barczewski said.
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SERVICE, CAT SHUTTLE*, & ONSITE MANAGEMENT
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HERITAGE POINTE ONLY
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other locations include
HERITAGE STATION (1 BEDROOM)
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VICKSBURG (1 BEDROOM)

WESTBANK (2 BEDROOMS)

OLD CENTRAL ROAD U BEDROOM)

WESLEY STREET (2 BEDROOMS)
COLLEGE STREET (1 BEDROOM)

LINDSAY ROAD (1 BEDROOM)
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STONE RIDGE (2 BEDROOMS)
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One Bedroom Starting At....
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Two Bedroom Starting At....
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We Welcome Your Call for Rates and Other Information
HOURS: Mon-Fri 9-5 • Sat 10-3
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After Hours, Call: 654-3444, 888-0200, 647-2268 • FAX (864) 654-9030
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811ISSAQUEENA TRAIL • CENTRAL, SC 29630
ALL APARTMENTS ARE CONVENIENT TO CLEMS ON UNIVERSITY
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HELI
$1500 weekly potential mailing our
circulars. Free information. Call 202466-1639.
Groovy Dude! Get paid while you surf
the internet! It's that easy with no
gimmicks: www.groovydude.com
Wanted: Babysitter for 10-month-old.
Afternoon hours. Must be available
for summer. References required.
654-2042.

WANT TO MAKE EXTRA
MONEY BY WORKING ONLY
2 DAYS A WEEK? 1st shift
route positions, Saturday &
Sunday. $300.00
plus.
Qualifications are: *Must be a nonsmoker *Must have a good driving
record *Must have a good work
record *Must have strong communication skills. If interested, send
resume/letter: (864)224-4785 (fax)
cfs@carol.net (email). Cromer Food
Services, Inc. P.O. Box 1447
Anderson, SC 29622.
CAFE RENDEZVOUS: An exciting,
new, casual French restaurantOpening soon in historic downtown
Seneca. Come be a part of our team.
We are hiring waitstaff, bartenders,
bussers, hostesses, and prep and
line cooks. Call 882-2583, or apply
in person to 113 Ram Cat Alley.
Carpet cleaning technician.
Clemson area. Will train.
Starts $7/hr.
Call Kevin 654-0099.

COLLEGE LEADERS
Career with growth, stability, &
advancement. Seeking ambitious
individuals. PR skills a plus.
864-329-0093.
NEED EMPLOYMENT? CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY OUTDOOR LAB needs
student maintenance support starting immediately. Inside and outside

work. Flexible hours. Summer positions also available. Call Lamar
Arthur at 646-7502.
HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. INFO 1-504-6461700 DEPT. SC-5158.
BEGINNING IN JUNE, PENDLETON
FAMILY NEEDS NANNY TuesdayFriday. DAYTIME ONLY/NO WEEKENDS to care for two children in the
home. Pleasant working environment
& flexibility. References & Reliable
Transportation a must. Call 6466768 Daytime Office Phone.

GREAT SUMMER WORK
Are you looking for something better than what
you've already lined up? If
you are attracted to adventure, $6000+, travel, challenge, and working with oth
ers. Call 800-251-4000
ext. 1428.
FT/PT
We're swamped & need help.
Seeking several motivated people to
train. 864-329-0090.
Free Aerobics for Babysitting!
Work one morning per week, 910:30am, Monday-Thursday.
Call 653-3488.
NEED EXPERIENCE (and money?)
Join a fast, fun, and growing company as your campus representative. Flexible hours, responsibilities
and competitive pay. No experience, just personality needed. Visit
www.mybytes.com/StudentRep
for more information and fill out an
online application.
NOTETAKER:Get smart(er) by getting
paid to take notes in class.
Varsity.com is now hiring notetakers
for more than fifty of next semester's
classes. Earn $8-$14/class. Apply

online @ www.versity.com.
Campus Coordinator Wanted:
National Marketing Firm is Seeking
Students To Help Support Marketing
Events On Campus. Must Be
Reliable. 4-6hrs./week@$12/hour.
800-797-5743.
Sardi's Den: Now hiring Cooks. Apply
within between 2 and 5 Mon.-Sat.

F0RiEWT~
STILL AVAILABLE SOME STUDIO
APTS, ADJACENT CAMPUS, LEASING BY SEMESTER OR YEAR AT
MODERATE RENTS IN CLEMSON;
ALSO INDIVIDUAL & SPECIAL LEASES. CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET, & PRIVATE. CALL DON (OLD MAN) FELDMAN 654-5483.
Spring & Summer Subleaser needed;
New Jefferson Commons Apartment,
Fully Furnished. Discount on Spring
Rent. Call Brooke@864-654-9943 or
803-327-9118.
UNIVERSITY RIDGE sublease wanted
2 spaces available reduced from
$240 to $200/mo.
Call Dana 653-8569 or
dballen@clemson.edu.
2 or 3 bedroom, 2 bath Condo. Fully
furnished, washer+dryer, living
room, dining room, desks in each
bedroom, garage+storage room.
Walk to campus.
Call Mr. Simmons:
(864)224-0593.

Daniel Square: Still Available.
May or August lease. Call
Dave Woodard (w) 656-3233
or (h) 653-3608.
House in Clemson:
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom.
$1080/mo. 3 persons.
653-3512.
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Roommate wanted. 2 bedroom
house. $325/mo. All utilities included. Call 972-8259.
Burton Properties
Apartments for rent. 1 and 2 bedroom. Close to campus. Start at
$305 a mo. Call 653-7717.
Includes pool and tennis court. 6543444. After hours call 888-0220,
647-2268.
Furnished house on Lake Hartwell
with boat dock. 2 bedroom, 2 bath.
$700/mo. includes utilities. $800
security deposit No pets. References
required. Call 864-675-0580.
ROOMMATE WANTED
From May until August
3 bedroom, 3 1/2 bath townhouse,
pool on premesis, located 5 min.
from campus. Only other occupant
is owner, an MBA student. You will
occupy your own floor, bedroom,
and bathroom. $375/mo. plus 1/2
utilities. Serious inquiries only.
653-9966.
Newly renovated 1400 sq. ft.
house. 3 bedroom/2 bath,
washer/dryer. 5 min. to campus.
$1,000 per month. Call Brenda
654-2876.
Female roommate needed for summer sublease for The Summit@Cross
Creek from May-August. Rent only
$266, utilities about $70/mo.
Please call Michelle@639-9618 for
more info.
2
bedroom,
2
full
bath.
$425.00/mo. Washer/dryer. Stone
Ridge Apartments. Call 653-7717.
Grab a foursome now! Be the first
for 'OO-'Ol furnished 4Bdrm, 2Bath.
#223 University Terrace. Owner.
Greenville (864)244-7462, or email
to goodluck3@hotmail.com.
Room for Rent:
Looking for 1 roommate to share a 4
bed 2 bath house close to campus.

Lease starting ASAP or August. $250
plus utilities. If you move in duing
May or June, first month free rent.
Nice house with all amenities.
Please call Mike at (864) 6469327for information.
For rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath condo.
Fully
furnished
including
washer/dryer, living room, dining
room, desks in each bedroom, storage in each bedroom with built-in
drawers. Fully renovated with new
carpets and ceiling fans. Beautiful
pool, picnic area, and volleyball
court. 2 tenants: $500/mo. ($250
each); 3 tenants: $575/mo. ($190
each); 4 tenants $165 each. Call Mr.
Simmons 864-224-0593.
Don't Wait! Daniel Square townhouse 2000-2001. Call Now! Greg
864-467-0987, email:
dsquare@parismountain.com

SUMMER

~

Lakes Hartwell and Keowee-Private
homes with boat docks. Available
NOW. Reserve NOW for vacation! Call
864-675-0580.

Six-Year-Old 3 bedroom, 2 bath
house, two miles from campus on
College Drive. 1320 square feet, .54
acres of land. Central air, good condition, good neighborhood. Asking
$105,000. Call 864-489-6396.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Lovell Systems, Inc.
Your local computer manufacture
and repair center. A complete line of
computer parts available for the
do-it-your-selfer. 2500 Gentry Mem.
Hwy. Pickens (Beside Hillcrest

Cemetary). 864-878-5667 or toll
free 1-888-500-1167.
SCOOTERS - SCOOTERS - SCOOTERS
Your Authorized SUNDIRO Dealer.
Now at KAWASAKI OF SENECA. Why
walk? Call 882-6787!

Fraternities *Sororities *
Clubs*
Student Groups
Student organizations earn $1,000$2,000 with the easy
campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fupdraising dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact
campusfundraiser.com,
(888)923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
BE FLEXIBLE....SAVE $$$
Europe $199 (o/w + taxes)
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!
Call: 800-326-2009
www.4cheapair.com
U-CAN-LOSE-WEIGHT! Yes YOU! Yes
NOW! 100% natural & guaranteed
1-877-600-8327 or
www.u-can-lose-weight.com
International Co. needs 40 Serious
People to lose weight fast & keep it
off!! Safe, Natural, Guaranteed,
Proven Results. 1-888-820-3652
www.Web-for-Health.com

$$ 1,000 $$ Fundraiser
No effort. Big Money!!
No investment. Work with your
friends! Get a free t-shirt too! Call
Sue at 1-800-808-7442 ext. 104.
Model Search: Professional photo studio is seeking female modeling candidates age 18 to 30 with potential for
professional glamour work (magazine,
calendar/poster, commercial and live
product endorsements, etc.). Prior
experience not neccessary, but a professional attitude most definitely is.
For initial interview please call
(828)526-5802.

Need Help Understanding Credit or
Managing Your Money?
The Clemson University Student Financial Education Service
has the answers to your financial concerns.
Beginning Monday, May 8th, we will begin to see Students on an appointment basis.
Call (864) 656-SFES (7337) today for free one-on-one advice:
Credit Cards
School Loans
Scholarships
Spending and Saving Plans
Car Buying
Debt Management

Debt Restructuring
Home Buying
Saving for Spring Break
Balancing Your Checkbook
Credit Bureaus
Credit Repair

We are located in the
University Union in Room 805.
Never underesti mate your power to change yourself.

18

Student Financial Education Servi c

This service is made possible by the Clemson Alumni Association and MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc.
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EDIJO Business Professionals
ediiocglcaroi.net

RESUMES & JOB INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
(864) 716-0608

ANDERSON, SC 29622

PO BOX 3838
\

TUTOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

all-digital

wireless

£

WRITE FOR
THE TIGER.
WE LIKE
PEOPLE
WHO LIKE
DEADLINES

phone

service

LONG DISTANCE?
NO EXTRA CHARGE.

The department of Student-Athlete
Enrichment Programs \s accepting
applications for graduate and
undergraduate student tutors in all
majors. These positions are available
immediately for the summer sessions
and fall semester. Only students
with a 3.0 or higher and have Junior
standing will be considered.
• Starting pay for undergraduates is
$7.00 - $8.00 per hour.
• Starting pay for graduate students
is $8.00 - $9.00 per hour.
• (Pay scale based on experience,
number of hours available, and
achievement of tutor
certification.)
• Tutoring takes place (1) during
evening hours, (2) Sunday through
Thursday, and (3) specific hours to
be announced. (There is not an
obligation to work all five nights. A
minimum of two nights is required.)

Call anywhere in the USA for
the same price as a local call.
MONTHLY MONTHLY
COST
MINUTES

$30
$40
$50
$70

250
400
600
900

BELLSOUTH Mobility

DCS"

To sign up today call:
THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
OFFICE
656-4575

RYAN COLEMAN
650-8400
Clemson Representative

BrfSoutb Mobility OB Tarns and Codtitom See stolen) comnairKtrttaK ofe or MlSoulti Mobility DCS
representative for detaik Certain restrictions apply. ©2000 BeiSouifi All rights reserved.

The tutor program is certified by
the College Reading and Learning
Association. For more information
and an application, contact Bob
Douglas at macl@clemson.edu.

w w w .bellsouth.com/wireless

Going To Be In Atlanta
This Summer?

ff

HARRIS
SPORTING GOODS

Oglethorpe's short summer schedule allows you to get the courses you need

^Columbia
SportswearCompany®

and still have time for a summer job and/or vacation.

TT

adidas

GET AHEAD, EARN SOME BREAD, VISIT BUCKHEAD,

dlNIHh
I SSI!

EASTPAK

P9«
Mon.-Fri.9-6
Sat. 9-4

L

001 ^'IQI
OOi*-JJ7 X

991 ByPass 123
Seneca, S.C. 29678

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-800-428-4484
WWW.OGLETHORPE.EDU

a
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Crawford posts NCAA qualifying time in the 100-meters over weekend
► Keke Elder also grabbed
a spot in NCAAsfor the
women's team.
HEATHER WALKER

staff writer
The Clemson Track and Field
teams traveled to Durham, NC last
weekend to compete at the General
Motors/Duke Invitational. Both the
men's and women's teams added
more NCAA qualifying times as
Shawn Crawford recorded an automatic qualifying time in the 100meter dash and Keke Elder recorded a provisional qualifying time in
jthe 100-metef hurdles for the Lady
Tigers.
Crawford's automatic qualification for the-.NCAA Outdoor
Championships, is his second for
the outdoor season. He has already

DOGS

FROM BACK PAGE

came out of £l| bullpen to slam the
door and picklup his 10th save of the
season.
m
After thefigame Leggett was
pleased with;-$pe strong relief pitching of Additof|and Glaser.
"I thoughl^p [Additon] pitched
well and Glafer came in and did
what we ne^fe," said the Tigers'
skipper. "Off^^ely, I thought we

qualified in the 200-meter dash,
and is now qualified in the, 100meter dash as well after running
the event in 10.18. His time is one of
the fastest times in the NCAA this
year. Although Crawford finished
fourth in the event, he was the top
collegiate runner. Those that placed
above him were competing unattached.
For all of his accomplishments,
Crawford was also named the ACC
Men's Outdoor Track and Field
Performer of the Week for the second straight week. Men's Head
Track and Field Coach, Bob Pollock,
was impressed with Crawford's
efforts at the meet.
"One of the biggest things I
looked afcoverall at the meet was
that our performance was average
or fair considering that our expectations afe so high," said Pollock.

"But Shawn Crawford certainly was
excellent."
Todd Matthews was also excellent for the Tigers. Matthews was
the second place collegiate hurdler
in the 110-meter high hurdles as he
finished with a time of 14.02. He
qualified for the finals after recording an NCAA provisional qualifying time of 13.87 in heat two. In the
400-meter hurdles Fred Sharpe
placed 10th with a time of 51.98,
and Ato Modibo finished 14th in
the 400-meter dash with a time of
14.75.
"It was good to see Modibo back,
considering the type of training
that has been taking place with
him," said Pollock. "He had an
excellent performance and he is
just going to get better and better."
In the field events, Kai Maull finished sixth in the long jump with a

mark of 24-01/4 and Mark Jellison
finished 14th in the same event
with a mark of 23-0 3/4. In the pole
vault, Andy Geisler finished fifth
after clearing a mark of 14-11.
Pollock was pleased, but not
necessarily satisfied with the
team's overall performance last
weekend.
"It wasn't a great meet, but it
wasn't a bad meet," Pollock said.
"We have a pretty high standard,
and we know we won't see top performances every week, but you are
going to see improvements in certain areas. Hopefully in the next
two-week period we will be ready
to go by the ACC Championships."
For the Lady Tigers, the Duke
Invitational proved to be an opportunity for the athletes to strengthen
and improve in different events.
"We ran some off-events," said

Women's Head Track and Field
Coach, Ralph White. "It was a very
good meet and we were quite
pleased with our results."
Elder's NCAA provisional qualification came in the 100-meter hurdles with a time of 13.60. The time is
just .01 seconds off of her season
best and earned her a sixth place
finish in the event. Elder also finished third in the 100-meter dash
preliminaries with a time of 12.03,
but did not advance to the finals.
In the 3,000-meter run, Beth
Ahern finished 10th with her season best time of 9:48, and the
4xl00-meter relay team recorded
its season best time of 45.81.
"The highlight of the meet was
probably our 4xl00-meter relay
team," said White. "We were in pretty good spirits at the end of the
meet."

had two Afferent things happening.
We struck out too many times early
in the b$|l game, but at the same
time wejgot hits in some key situations." ;ips
Clemsjon starting pitcher Ryan
Childs nfeld the Bulldogs scoreless
until the, fifth inning and improved
his record: to 2-1 overall.
A k^:, to the game was the
patiencJgit the plate of both Casey
Stone a^Henri Stanley who each
walked S^ee times and scored three
runs a"

rally came in the sixth. After loading the bases with none out,
Johnson took the first offering from
FROM BACK PAGE
when Casey Stone ripped a single Bouknight and ripped a shot deep
up the middle that scored Michael to right field. The crowd rose to its
Johnson from second. With run- feat in anticipation of a grand slam,
ners on first and second with one but the ball bounced off the wall,
out, Henri Stanley popped out and . two feet shy of a home run. The hit
Khalil Greene watched three turned out to be only a single that
strikes go by after working the scored one run. Jarrod Schmidt hit a
sacrifice fly to score another run,
count to 3-0 to strand the runners.
The Tigers' best chance for a but the Tigers would get no closer.
Instead of a 6-5 deficit, Clemson

faced a 6-3 hole they could not
climb out of.
"It's a game of inches," said
Leggett. "If the ball goes over, it
makes it tight, it makes it close all
the way to the end."
The team will look to rebound
this weekend against another
tough opponent. Wake Forest
comes to town for a three-game set.
The Tigers will then get another
crack at the Gamecocks next
Wednesday in Columbia.
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Restaurante Mexicano J§ Authentic Mexican Cuisine

. \MeditMrctnetfn & AmeMcan Cuisine.

i/iejta

iWra open 7
Jdays a waak for
:K & diimar

estaiftant
3$ I Old Greenville Hwy
(Hwy 93 at 123 bypass) in Clemsan

HOURS
Mon-Thurs: 1 lam 10pm
Fri & Sat: 11am - 11pm

Sun: llam-lOpm

Nlon.-™urs
4pm $pm

->«*">/%

Central, SC 29630

Fax: 653-7486

Take advantage of
Orangeburg-Calhoun Technical
1

C.2

^fc £

LdJ

,

iJJonday 25<t Wings
cAftgfcts $1 Draught Beer
Domestic Beer
Bottles $1.50
Imports fust
$2.25 all the
time!

(not that anyone is rushing you, of course}

if
11

Pre-registration for summer session

RIMUJWSW

I

653-8855

i

HfcW

College's University Transfer courses
this summer and you will take more
than just a great tan back to school
with you in the fall.
OCTC's regular and "mini" summer
sessions can make a big difference.
A little study mixed in with summer
fun could add up to a stronger start in
the fall....and maybe an earlier finish!

Cmr^wril

j i
FREE DELIVERY!

g^^

Qk Town

Phone: 653-7485

FET

Hot & Salad Bar

off Issaqueena Trail
^

Voted Best Mexican Restaurant in Clemson!

in trod uces

Frcaraf tiis dJ d*Jgci d
FREE SOFT DRINK! -wit L

Fuwu^S

-Calhoun Technical

begins April 20, so why not call or
** come by during your spring break for
■* a list of the college credit courses
we will be offering this summer.

> f i

Come and try Clems on's largest menu
and Mom's homemade specialties I

803.536.0311 *> 803.737.1746 * 800.813.6519
(Columbia area)

(within SC)

3250 St. Matthews Road <* Orangeburg, South Carolina «■> 29118-8299

^m'rfni^-W'

JUMW!-,'.
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13 sacks.

"The defense was certainly challenged this week and was dominant today," said Bowden. "They
made the big plays."
The defense was tremendous
and the big plays were spread out
among many players. Safety
Charles Hafely was the leading
tackier with seven, including one
tackle for loss and a pass defensed.
Eric Meekins had five tackles, two
passes broken up and returned a
fumble 38 yards for a score. Kevin
Johnson had an excellent scrimmage. The redshirt freshman
defensive back recorded five tackles, a pass broken up and an interception. Altroy Bodrick and David
Ellis each had two sacks, while J.J.
Howard, Rodney Thomas, Keith
Adams and Tore Francis all racked

up five tackles apiece. The defensive line applied constant pressure
and tight coverage by the secondary were the main reasons the
passing game managed only 249
yards in 68 pass attempts. A bright
spot for the Tiger offense was in the
play
of
fullback
Terry
Witherspoon.
Bowden observed, "Terry stood
out. He has played well this spring
and showed us some speed on a
long touchdown run."
Once again though special
teams have been the Achilles' heel
of the Tigers.
"Again we struggled with the
kicking game and we have to
improve in that area," said Bowden.
Many questions have been
answered this spring but there are
still numerous battles for starting
positions. Along the offensive line,
young players such as redshirt
freshmen Nick Black and Greg
Walker and junior college transfer

improvement this spring.
Bowden noticed that the offensive line is, "picking up the blitz
very well. We will be successful if
we can get a hat on all the defenders. The offensive line is coming

Derrick Brantley battle upperclassmen Will Merritt, John
McDermott and Gary Byrd for
spots at right guard and both tackle spots. The offensive line as a
whole has shown marked

fronn
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along."
At the receiver position redshirt
freshman Kevin Youngblood has
been impressive with twelve catches for 176 yards in the two scrimmages.
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APARTMENTS
CLEMSON, S.C.

m i

I
Open Mon. - Fit
11am - 6pm
Sat. 11am - 4pm

518 College Avenue
4c«K fw« I fa Qmm %i O&i

6 5 4"0 616

G^ m *• Hri&firSakrltaBBiBt Dayl

Real Hew York Pastrami

Bring in this ad with
you and receive a free
gift just for viewing our
new model apartment!

Limited Time Special

654-0058
FREE

fW

Hit a hole in one
on our new putting
green and receive
a free move-in fee!

sparkling swimming pool
private tennis courts
professionally designed clubhouse
with giant TV, games, & refreshments
new putting green
private garden plots for Residents
new state-of-the-art fitness center

RENTING RATES

Application Fee

IflS,,.... And More!!!

1 Bed

2 Bed
2 Baths

3 Bed
2 Baths

*525 $625 $725

Come enjoy the good life at Hunter*S Glen "The Place" to live in Clemson!

mtk

dMDnav
•com

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY @ Tillman Auditorium

oho-

9:00 PM Wednesday, April 26
FREE ADMISSION* while passes fast
INFO?: call 656-4357

SMINT,

* Passes available at the Union Information Desk.
Passes required. Sealing is limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive early,

i mm
«, mm
mm '

sixdegrees*
Ktf«g?««s. cow

Presented in association with UPAC.

NETWORK
EVENT
THEATER*

?AGE
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Women's tennis team continues upset streak against FSU
► Lady Tigers topple
Seminoles on way to ACC
ton rney
HOLLI ARMSTRONG

assistant sports editor
The 29th-ranked Clemson
women's tennis team upset 19thranked Florida State 5-4 in
Tallahassee on Sunday. The win
propelled the Tigers to 5-2 in the
ACC and 13-5 on the season.
"It was outstanding, just outstanding play all around," said
Head Women's Tennis Coach
Nancy Harris. "This is a wonderful
tt?am and a wonderful group of
young women. They played with
great heart and determination."
In the top singles spot, 24thranked Carmina Giraldo returned
from a dog bite to take out Alida
Gallovits 7-5,3-6. Before the
match, Harris was concerned
about how much feeling Giraldo
would have in her injured finger,
but it did not affect her game.
"This team has had more
injuries than any I have ever

.coached, but they have overcome
challenge after challenge," Harris
said.
Clemson freshman Renata
Brito, occupying the number three
position, defeated Nanette Duxin
in a three-setter 7-5, 4-6, 6-2. Also
posting singles wins for the Tigers
were Laurence Jayet and Christina
Oldock. Jayet shut out FSU's
Jessica Balbuena in the second set
to take the point 7-5, 6-0. Oldock,
who was returning from shoulder
surgery, took out Narina Raic 6-2,
6-4.
The number two doubles team
of Brito and Jayet outlasted Kia
Asberg and Raic to clinch the
team winning point with the 3-8
decision.
"This group has set high goals
for themselves and they want to
be in the top 20 by the end of the
season," said Harris. "I believe they
are going to be even better than
that."
First the Tigers have to post a
win over Georgia Tech this
Saturday. If all goes well, Clemson

will finish a strong third in the
conference. This will position the
Tigers in the same draw as
Virginia and Duke come ACC
tournament time. If they were to
lose their next match then they
would be grouped with Florida
State and Wake Forest. The first
match up would provide the easiest route to the finals scheduled
for April 23 in Atlanta, Ga.
"We would really like to face
Virginia and get a win over them
and then get a win over Duke,"
said Harris. "Every team in the
ACC is solid and could win on any
given day but we like our chances
against them."
Each passing day buy the
Tigers more time to get healthy
and stronger come tournament
time.
"Right now we are operating at
about 65 percent," said Harris. "If
we could get 100 percent by
nationals then we are going to be
an exciting team to watch."
The Clemson men's tennis
team wrapped up a disappointing

weekend on Tobacco Road, falling
to Duke and North Carolina by a
6-1 decision.
The Tigers, ranked 35th
nationally, have dropped three
straight conference matches to
slip below the .500 mark at 14-15
on the season (4-3 ACC). Both the
Blue Devils and Tar Heels finished
the weekend atop the league with
a perfect 5-0 record.
At Chapel Hill on Sunday,
Clemson's number one through
six singles struggled on the court
against the 19th-ranked Heels.
UNC dominated, winning four of
the six matches in three sets, to
take all six points for the win.
Three of the four three-set wins
came after the Tar Heel players
dropped the first set.
At number one singles, UNC's
41st-ranked Tripp Phillips lost the
first set 1-6 but came from behind
to push Josh Goffi to a third set
before winning 1-6, 6-4, 6-2. In
other singles action, Assaf Drori
upset Clemson's 48th-ranked
Tomasz Boniecki in straights 6-3,

6-1.
Clemson's lone point came in
the doubles competition. The
number one doubles team of
Darren Knight and Josh Goffi
defeated UNC's Greg Archer and
Assaf Drori 8-4. In the number
three position, Eric Cohn and
Sandon Barth knocked off Marcio
Petrone and Tyne Brownlow 8-5 to
earn the team point.
The day before in Durham, NC,
Duke dominated the Tigers taking
five of the six singles matches.
In the top spot, Goffi, ranked
37th, battled Duke's 21st-ranked
Ramsey Smith 7-6, 7-6, for the
Tigers only point. The remaining
singles players fell to the fifth
ranked Devils. In the doubles
competition Sandon Barth teamed
with Eric Cohn to down Duke's
Porter Jones and Mike Yani in the
number three position.
The men are looking to get
back on track in a non-conference
match up against Miami today at
2 p.m. at the Hoke Sloan Tennis
Center on campus.

Women's Rugby team heads to nationals after winning southern competition
► Successful season leaves
team undefeated thus far.
E.

KELLY LEACH

TimeOut editor
„ -The mud in Alabama is brown,
not red. The Clemson Women's
Rugby Team would know this
because they were literally covered
from head to toe with it this past
April Fool's weekend at the
Southern
Collegiate
Championships in Huntsville.
In a ferocious competition for
the title of Champions of the South,
never has a group of determined
athletes so proudly have worn their

Tiger colors in preparation to ruck,
maul and scrum.
Playing their first game against
MTSU, Clemson confidently
assumed the natural role of the
dominator, leaving MTSU to chew
on dust, iri's were scored by flyhalf Megan Casey, outside center
Stephanie Mashas, prop Barbara
Wilson and inside center Meg
Donahue. Full-back Jen Brassard
cleaned up with a total of ten conversion points. Needless to say,
when the final whistle was blown,
the Tigers had defeated MTSU with
a score of 45-0.
Sunday's game proved to be the
biggest challenge the Clemson

Lady Ruggers would face in the history of the team. As first time participants in the Southern Collegiate
Championships, the Tigers would
scrum down against title defenders
UNC Chapel Hill. To make matters
more difficult, the rain that had
begun to pour down late Saturday
night still had not subsided.
Splashing through shin-deep
puddles, Clemson was well aware
that the winner of the game would
claim not only the rank of #1 in the
South, but also a spot at the Sweet
16 in Princeton, NJ. Although possesion of the ball changed repeatedly, the only score of the game was
by Clemson prop, Barbara Wilson,

"«"

DCF East.

in the first 15 minutes, claiming
Clemson as the ultimate champs.
Formed in the fall semester of
1995 the Clemson Women's Rubgy
Football Club originally had barely
enough members to field a side. On
the verge of folding in the fall 1998,
the team found its savior with the
arrival of its first coach, an alumnus of the Men's Rugby Team. With
heavy recruitment, the club began
to rebuild and last fall, with the
addition of coach Sean "Stick"
Simon, the Clemson Women's
Rugby team proved, after long and
arduous practices, they were a force
to be reckoned with and proceeded
to win their league and advance to

the
Southern
Collegiate
Championshiops.
"We're all really close" commented senior Michelle Gillespie.
"Each of us is so different, but we
get along so well, and the chemistry
on the field is incredible."
Sadly, as the season comes to. a
close, the team will be saying goodbye to seniors Capt. Prop Barbara
Wilson, flanker Lee Parrish, hooker
Jennie Temple, and wing Tootie
Williams all of which have added
something special, and have been
an integral part of the team's inception and continuation and will be
sorely missed both on the field as
well as off.
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Golfers finish second south of Tigers come back and win two against Pack
the border in U.S. Collegiate

► Tigers make history with
eighth straight under par
tournament performance.
ANDY PALAND

staff writer
The Clemson men's golf team
continued its impressive spring by
placing second in the prestigious
U.S. Collegiate.
Ten of the top 15 teams in the
country competed in the tournament at the Eldorado Country
Club in Los Cabos, Mexico. The
tournament was televised nationally on ESPN-2 on Sunday.
Clemson's nemesis this season,
Georgia Tech, won the tournament
by a convincing margin. The
Yellow Jackets finished with a
team score of 838, while the Tigers
finished second at 852.
Head Coach Larry Penley said,
"Tech played a phenomenal tournament. We just couldn't get close
to them; it's frustrating." He added,
"they seem to be the only team
that we can't beat."
It was another strong performance for Clemson, the eighth
straight tournament in which
Clemson has finished under par as
a team. That is the longest streak
by a Clemson team in history
Clemson's team score of 852
strokes was good enough to finish
ahead of third place Oklahoma
State by three shots. Houston was
fourth at 861, and defending
national champion Georgia was
fifth at 862. Florida placed sixth
with a score of 867. Northwestern,
ranked third coming into the
event, finished in a tie for seventh
with Arizona at 870. UNLV was
ninth at 874, while Arizona State
rounded out the top 10 by shooting
890 as a team.
Edward Loar from Oklahoma
State won the event with a score of
203.
Junior Lucas Glover contributed with another stellar tournament. Glover fired a finaTround
66 that was good enough to place
him fourth in the field. Penley was
delighted with Glover's perfor-

mance.
"Lucas played great," he said.
"Sixty-six the last day is an awesome round of golf."
Glover's score of 208 for the
tourney was his best of the spring.
His final round 66 upped his
streak to seven straight rounds
under par. It was also the second
straight competition that Glover
has finished in the top five.
Jonathan Byrd also performed
beautifully over'the weekend. He
closed with a 70 on Sunday to finish the tournament at 209, which
was good enough for fifth place.
His round of 70 broke the Clemson
record for rounds at par or better
for a career. His total is now at 71,
which surpassed Chris Patton's
total of 70 from 1986-90. Penley
loves what Byrd has been doing.
"He is just very consistent. We can
always rely on him to post a strong
score."
John Engler was the third Tiger
to finish in the top 15. Engler
closed with a 72 on Sunday to post
a 214 for the tournament and finish in 13th place. Penley was
adamant about how wonderful the
top three Tigers performed.
"With the number of AilAmericans in the field, to have
three guys in the top 13 is fantastic," he said.
Two freshmen rounded out the
field that traveled to Mexico. DJ.
Trahan shot a final round 74 and
finished 41st with a 225 score,
while Ben Duncan had a 73 on
Sunday and finished at 229. "We
need more production from our
number four and five golfers in
order to achieve what we want to
as a team," said Penley.
Penley still likes the chances for
the team the rest of the season. "We
are good enough to win any tournament. We have played well, and
beaten some quality teams, we just
haven't won."
Clemson will be in action again
in two weeks when it competes in
the ACC Tournament at Uwharrie
Point, N.C., at the Old North State
Club.

DAVID KALK/senior s

SWING BATTER: Steve Pyzik swingsfor the fences against NC State.

► Strongplay down the
stretch brings hope for a
new season.
SEAN REARDON

staff writer

After struggling with the bats
in a 5-1 loss to NC State last Friday
night, the Clemson offense came
alive last the weekend, helping the
Tigers take the final two of a threegame series with the Wolfpack at
Doug Kingsmore Stadium.
Clemson took an early lead in
game one at 1-0 with a run in the
fourth inning, but the Wolfpack
rallied in the eighth to take the lead
for good. Brian Wright started off
the inning with a single, and later
moved to second base on a sacrifice
bunt by Dan Mooney. After Craig
Ley got on base with a walk, Josh
Schmitt put NC State on the board

with a three-run homer, giving the
Wolfpack a 3-1 lead. Pitcher Scott
Berney, who pitched seven scoreless innings before giving up the
homer, was then relieved by Nick
Glaser with two outs in the eighth.
NC State added another run in the
eighth on a single by Jason Smith
that knocked in Jeremy Dutton,
who got on base with a single. The
Wolfpack added another run in the
ninth, making the final score 5-1.
Berney (7-2) took the loss for
Clemson, while Ryan Combs (2-3)
got the win for NC State.
"We pitched well enough to
win, but we didn't do enough
offensively," said Head Coach Jack
Leggett. "We weren't very successful offensively, so we couldn't score
enough runs to distance ourselves
from them. I thought we might win
the ballgame 1-0 the way Berney
was pitching, but he made one
mistake, and we got ourselves in

trouble."
Ryan Mottl (6-2) pitched seven
innings of one-hit baseball and the
Clemson bats exploded for 12 hits
as the Tigers defeated NC State 9-0
in game two- of the series. "Mottl
gave us seven good innings, and I
thought he was very sharp in shutting them down," said Leggett.
Clemson scored three runs in
the first and two runs in the third
to take an early 5-0 lead. The Tigers
got some base runners on in the
sixth, and capitalized. Casey Stone
led off with a single, and he scored
on a Patrick Boyd double. Boyd
snapped a 0-21 slump by going 2-4.'
He scored on a Khalil Greene hit,
giving Clemson a 7-0 lead. Jarrod
Schmidt then hit his third bomb of
the year, finishing the score at 9-0.
Jarrod Schmidt (5-0) not only
pitched well for the Tigers in game
three of the series with NC State,
but he also hit his fourth homer of
the year, helping Clemson to a 8-4
win. The Tigers pulled away from a
1-1 tie with four runs in the third
inning. Greene's single scored two
runs, knocking in Stone and Brian
Boyd. Greene then scored on Henri
Stanley's hit, making the score 4-1.
Clemson scored its final run of
the inning on a single by Mike
Calitri's that scored Jeff Baker. The
Tigers scored two more runs in the
fourth and another in the seventh,
while NC State got runs in the
sixth, seventh and eighth, finishing
the scoring at 8-4. Schmidt pitched
6 2/3 innings and batted 2-5 at the
plate with two RBIs and a homer,
which came in the second inning.
Leggett is very pleased with the
way his freshman is playing.
"Jarrod is doing well," said
Leggett. "He does a good job throwing strikes and he comes right at
you. He's got a good fastball, which
makes him tough to hit. He pitches
out of jams and is a tremendous
competitor, which is one of his
biggest strengths."
Matt Additon came in relief for
Schmidt, pitching 2 1/3 innings in
shutting down the Wolfpack. With
the win, Clemson improves to 28-7
(6-3 in ACC). NC State falls to 20-16
(6-9 in ACC) with the loss.

The gospel according to Buckeye
D Don't call it a comeback ...
Yes, I have officially retired
as assistant sports editor so
this is my last column. Sorry to all
of those out there who have
enjoyed reading my columns and
then sending emails about how
you disagree with me. This is now
going to end. At least, I have given
you something about which to
think. Being that it is my "Grand
Finale," I figured I would look
back at the great moments I have
seen while reporting on Clemson
sports.
It is weird that my writing
days are over because this is something I would have never seen
myself doing. I can honestly say
that I learned to read by looking at
the sports section of newspapers. I
always saw my dad looking at the
sports section, so I figured I would
copy him, but I never saw myself
writing. I did not write for my
high school paper nor did I think I
would write for The Tiger when I
started here four years ago, so I
really had no background in journalism. But hey, now as I leave, I
can at least say I wrote something
worth second place in the state
collegiate newspaper competition. If you had told me that was
going to happen four years ago, I
would have never believed it.
My style may have been a little
brash, but I think that is what you
need in sports. The highlight of
my writing career had a little to
do with the brashness. The highlight would have to be after we
lost to NC State in Tommy West's

final season. I gathered up the
courage to ask West a question in
a room that was full of older
reporters. As soon as I opened my
mouth, everyone turned around
and looked at me with the look of
"What on earth is this kid doing
asking a question?" Well, I proceeded with my question, and
then good ole Tommy snapped at
me for second-guessing him. I still
think he should have tried to
score instead of kneeling on the
ball, but as he
put it, "I've been
in this game a
long time." He
was not in it for
much longer
here!
West
had
some personality, but now we
have a sound
bite legend in Tommy Bowden.
Bowden can roll the one-liners
about as effectively as his famous
father. After the Virginia Tech
game, some Virginia Tech
reporter asked Bowden how
much influence the "loud" crowd
had on our play during the game.
Bowden looked back at him and
asked, "How many people does
the stadium seat?" The answer
was something like 51,000 and
Bowden then replied with something to the extent of "Well our
stadium seats 82,000 so this is
really nothing." That is what I call
style.
Writing for an ACC school
newspaper is good for collegiate

basketball writers. Certainly,
everyone knows how talented the
ACC coaches are, but not everyone knows how funny most of
them are. It was sad when Bobby
Cremins was here this year
because you could tell the normally jovial Cremins was already
burned out. But, the ACC still has
great interviews like Dave Odom,
Gary Williams and Pete Gillen.
Williams always looks so upset
on the sidelines, but if you see him
in the interview
room, he is
funny. Gillen is
probably
known as one
of the best
interviews in
sports.
Personally,
I
used to despise
Coach K till
three years ago when I screamed
at him after a game accusing him
of paying the refs. Much to of my
shock, Coach K turned around
and started joking with me that
he paid the refs a lot of money
and with Polish currency. I
thought it was pretty neat that he
would joke around with an opposing team's student.
I also take with me the memories of dealing with some of
Clemson's lesser-known but just
as talented coaches. One day, a
reporter from the Spartanburg
paper tried to bump me out of an
interview but Jim Davis made it
clear I was welcome too. Trevor
Adair was always really happy to

answer any questions I had and
help his team draw bigger crowds.
The women's soccer coaches are
equally as good with whom to
work. Coach Ray Leone even
called my roommate Sean once
from the airport to answer his
questions for an article he was
writing. The Tiger sports section
is lucky it has such good people
with whom to deal.
The only rude people I dealt
with in the Clemson sports scene
have been a few of the ladies who
work in sports information. These
ladies are just scorers or something at the game, but they have
decided The Tiger is not a real
newspaper. This season, they
repeatedly skipped by me when
they were handing out stats on
press row at halftime. After one
game, one of the ladies even told
me they did not have enough of
the sheets to give me one even
though I found 30 extra copies
after she was gone. To those people, I do not know their names,
but get a clue and a new job.
Clemson has brought me
many great experiences that I will
remember for my lifetime. I have
found so many great organizations with which to get involved.
If you are not involved with anything, get out there and join stuff.
There is so much out there to do
no one has an excuse not to be
involved. Then there are the people here who can really make a
difference for you. I gotta give a
few of them credit (feel free to skip
reading this part if you want to).

Chalk, thanks for putting up with
me for all these years. To the
Reardons, thanks for all the free
stuff. To the infamous Larry
Sullivan, thanks for all the advice,
even though it gets on my nerves,
since it has made a HUGE difference. To Wood, thanks for corrupting my roommates. To Susan,
thanks for all the headaches and
stress you have given me, also for
being my gift-wrapper. To, the
folks at The Tiger, thanks for all
the late nights, free pizza, and
yelling down the hall. Finally to
my Mom and Dad since they read
all my articles, thanks for being
perfect.
OK, so here is my last bit on
Clemson sports before I move on
to the great world of law school. I
think the class that fills my class
place is really lucky because
Clemson is in position to be the
best athletically it has ever been.
We already have several high
quality coaches in place who are
starting to put the puzzle pieces
together to start winning more.
Right now, the efforts are starting
to make some of our facilities the
best in the country. All I can say is
I wish I were going to be here to
see it all.
Everything must come to an
end at some point so, Buckeye, I'm
Out.
Brain Pearce is a senior majoring
in marketing. E-mail comments to
sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
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Bulldogs bite the dust
► Baker leads the Tigers to
)-l victory over Georgia.
CHRISTOPHER KISCO

staff writer
On the eve of one of their most
nticipated games against secondanked South Carolina, the Tigers
efeated the University of Georgia
'-7 in front of a vocal home crowd
'uesday night at Doug Kingsmore
tadium. Clemson rebounded from
10-6 loss to the Bulldogs earlier in
he season in Athens.
With the win, Clemson
nproved to 29-7 overall while the
lulldogs fell to 21-14. More imporintly, the Tigers gained valuable
onfidence heading into their
latchup versus the Gamecocks.

Shortstop Jeff Baker was the
player of the game for the Tigers
with two hits, three RBI and two
consecutive sacrifices to bring in
runs. He also made an outstanding
diving stop in the eighth inning to
save a run and prevent a possible
Georgia rally.
With the Tigers clinging to a
one-run lead and the tying runner
on second in the top of the eighth
inning, Baker dove to his right to
field a ball deep in the hole. He
sprung to his feet and rifled a throw
to first baseman Michael Johnson
who made a nice scoop to field the
ball cleanly and beat the runner by
a split second.
Energized by the defensive stop,
reliever Mike Additon then struck
out the next batter to retire the side.

Clinging to their one run lead, the
Tigers came to bat in the bottom of
the inning looking for insurance.
The first two Tigers walked and
then Johnson smacked a double to
right field to plate one run. With the
score now 7-5, Baker hit a sacrifice
fly to give the Tigers a three-run
lead.
"Baker did a couple of nice jobs
on situational hitting with the sacrifice fly and the sacrifice bunt," said
Clemson Head Coach Jack Leggett.
"He also played an outstanding
game defensively."
A wild pitch gave the Tigers a 95 lead. Georgia staged a brief rally in
the ninth inning and cut the Tigers'
lead to 9-7 before closer Nick Glaser
SEE

DOGS, PAGE 20
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Gamecocks get first win over
baseball team since 1997
► Comeback chances end as
lear-home run bounces off
he outfield wall.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor
Clemson threw out two ceremoial
first
pitches
before
Vednesday's game against South
Carolina and needed about two of
verything else if it was to beat the
iamecocks. The Tigers fell short,
lowever, in a 6-3 loss before a bois:rous crowd of 6,134, the secondI rgest ever at Clemson.
"It says a lot about our ball club
o come in here like we did," said
JSC Head Coach Ray Tanner. "This
5 a great win for us."
The Gamecocks, ranked second
n the nation, moved to 33-4 on the
'ear after their first win in the
eries since 1997. The sixth-ranked
"igers fell to 29-8.
"It was a good ball game both
vays," said Tiger skipper Jack
.eggett. "Our kids battled and we
tad an opportunity."
The Tigers needed to double

HEADS UP: Michaeljohnson plays thefield in Tuesday's game

[MOMENT OF TRUTH]

SPRING FEVER

their efforts on offense. USC pitcher'
Kip Bouknight retired the first eight
batters in order and not until consecutive walks in the fourth inning
did the Tigers get a runner to second base.
"We dug ourselves a hole in the
first four innings," said Leggett.
"Against a good pitcher like
Bouknight, spotting him a five-run
lead is tough to overcome."
Meanwhile, USC was torrid. Its
offense continually rocked Tiger
ace Scott Berney, who fell to 7-3.
Drew Meyer smashed a two-run
homer in the first inning and
Brandon Pack hit a solo shot in the
third to give the Gamecocks an
early 3-0 lead. Even the outs were
hard-hit balls, and Berney was
replaced in the fourth inning after
loading the bases with only one
out. Thomas Boozer came irf and
gave up a single to Nate Janowicz
that plated two runs and increased
the Gamecock lead to five.
Although down, the Clesmson
offense proved it was not out. The
bats finally woke up in the fifth,
SEE USC, PAGE 20

Quarterbacksface last duel beforefall camp
SHAUN HAGGERTY

staff writer

DAVID KALK/scnior sLaff

BIO

i

SLIPPING THROUGH: Quarterback Woodrow Dantzler is currently number one on the
depth chart heading into the Spring Game.

IRE YOU SURE?: Head Baseball Coachjack Leggett questions a thirdtrike call on Tiger batter Khalil Greene.

'

The beginning of a new century also means the start of a new
era in Clemson Tiger football.
While Death Valley undergoes
many new changes that will
drastically improve the beauty of
Clemson's one of a kind stadium,
many other athletic facilities are
receiving remarkable upgrades
that will put Clemson's athletic
programs not only up to date, but
well ahead of most other college
programs.
The new Tiger Pride program
(the name for the fund-raising
effort that is supporting the renovations) is not the only reason to
be excited about the Tigers' football team. With 16 returning
starters, a plethora of talented
young players and a chance to

build on a remarkable season is
the reason most Tiger fans are
eagerly awaiting the upcoming
fall season. In the meantime, the
first chance to get a look at
Tommy Bowden's club will be
Saturday, April 15, at 3 p.m. in the
annual Orange and White game
in Death Valley.
The Orange and White game
on Saturday will be the conclusion of spring practice for the
Tigers. The Tigers have already
participated in two smaller
scrimmages on each of the last
two Saturdays. In the first scrimmage the offense absolutely dominated. Led by Woodrow
Dantzler, the offense managed to
rack up 702 yards in 142 plays
with 12 touchdowns. Dantzler
proved with his tremendous play.
that at this point the quarterback
position is his. Directing the

Tigers to nine scoring drives, he
threw for 309 yards, completing
20 of 32 passes. Freshman Willie
Simmons completed 12 of 29
passes for 165 yards and one
touchdown, even though a
sprained ankle hindered him.
Bowden said of his quarterbacks, "Woodrow looked like a
quarterback who has taken snaps
and played in this stadium . . .
Simmons looked like it was his
first scrimmage with the job on
the line, and a little bit of a bad
ankle."
In the second scrimmage, the
defense responded by dominating the Tiger offense by holding
them to only two touchdowns
and 37 yards in 121 plays. After
getting only two sacks the week
before, the defense was able to
force four turnovers and rack up
SEE SPRING, PAGE 21

